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Preface

Based on two years of statistical research, interviews and workshops, this report filters through a vast trove of Chinese-, Korean- and English-language research to better understand Chinese decision-making on North Korea. The report uses a methodology that integrates quantitative and qualitative analysis. It provides insights into how China seeks to mitigate the tension between two potentially contradictory strands of policy towards North Korea: on the one hand, economic engagement and, on the other, support for sanctions. The report builds on this analysis to evaluate how European countries might best cooperate with China on North Korea regarding economic, non-proliferation and security issues, while honouring their own United Nations commitments.

This report is unique. Most analyses of North Korea focus on the nuclear issue, but this report seeks to understand the calculus and changing motivations behind China’s policies and negotiation patterns. It places an emphasis on North Korea’s 2013 nuclear test as a turning point in China’s attitudes towards North Korea’s nuclear programme. Rather than simply using official statements and media reports to make this claim, the report probes the political, economic and social factors behind this shift. In doing so, it unveils how Chinese experts are often conflicted on denuclearization and the instability that it may bring. The report further throws into question the long-held assumption that North Korean economic development will lead it to relinquish its nuclear weapons. While Chinese emphasis continues to be on North Korea using its own concept of ‘reform and opening up’, the report notes that this does not necessarily translate into the latter’s ‘Byongjin line’, which advocates parallel nuclear and economic development.

While some of the report’s recommended areas for Chinese and European cooperation on North Korea already exist, it provides a persuasive argument that these avenues could be better integrated, regularized and expanded. European countries stand outside the current deadlock on North Korea. Therefore, the report suggests that they could be integral to achieving headway on dialogue, crisis management, export controls and humanitarian assistance. The assessment that Chinese and European engagement on North Korea could be conducted in a less ad hoc and more systematic manner is of great salience in the current international context, in which European powers find that they have to redefine their national security objectives and priorities. Likely shifts in US economic and defence policies in Asia and Europe may well provide an opportunity for China and European powers to chart their own course and aims on North Korea. This report is intended to serve as one of the first steps enabling them to do so.

Dan Smith
Director, SIPRI
Stockholm, February 2017
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Executive summary

China’s approach to North Korea’s advances in nuclear weapons and ballistic missile technologies is frequently discussed, but its economic engagement with North Korea and implementation of sanctions receive less detailed attention. This report assesses the evolution of China’s engagement of North Korea and how this has translated into its commitments to United Nations Security Council resolutions. It further offers an overview of pre-existing European engagement with China on North Korea and how this can be enhanced in the future. Its findings suggest that expanded dialogue channels, crisis management, export-control training and non-proliferation, humanitarian engagement through civil society and integrated-aid systems can provide a foundation for converting Europe’s cooperation with China on North Korea from ad hoc initiatives to a coherent and sustainable strategy.

This report is based on two years of empirical data and findings from statistical research, interviews and workshops. Among these, SIPRI experts conducted a series of interviews in April 2015, June 2015 and September 2016 in Beijing, Changchun, Yanji, Dandong and Shenyang. In addition to providing a wider geographic scope, this coverage elicited perspectives and analyses of Chinese experts positioned close to the border with North Korea, including academics, military officers and officials from the Jilin Academy of Social Sciences at Jilin University, the Liaoning Academy of Social Sciences at Eastern Liaoning University, Yanbian University, Peking University, Renmin University, Tsinghua University, the Office of Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations in Beijing, the Office of the World Food Programme in Pyongyang, the China Institute of International Studies, the China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations, traders in Dandong Province in China, as well as a range of other European diplomats and representatives of international and non-governmental organizations based in China and South Korea.

Section one provides an overview of responses by the United Nations to North Korean nuclear tests and missile launches. In discussing the range of sanctions levied since North Korea’s first nuclear test in 2006, the report focuses on the shift in China’s negotiating stance at the UN following North Korea’s 2013 nuclear test. It suggests that this test marked a turning point, after which China took a stronger position on North Korea’s actions. It also notes, however, that some Chinese attitudes are slower to change. The majority of Chinese experts continue to maintain that the Chinese model of special economic zones (SEZs) will lead to gradual reforms in North Korea. Nonetheless, this section concedes that, under its ‘Byongjin line’, North Korea’s determination to accelerate nuclear development in tandem with economic growth indicates that China’s model may have limits to its application in North Korea.

Section two assesses Chinese perceptions of the relation between denuclearization and sanctions enforcement. While China has begun to advocate North Korea relinquishing its nuclear weapons at the official level, its expert community questions the extent to which this can be achieved. Both official and non-official voices emphasize that sanctions are not a means to achieve denuclearization, but rather a way to draw North Korea back to the negotiation table. This section also notes that Chinese analysts tend to agree that the North Korean regime has stabilized, even under the imposition of increasingly harsh sanctions. Following its fourth nuclear test and the Seventh Party Congress in 2016, North Korea officially entered what some Chinese experts call the ‘Kim Jong-un era’, in which Kim has consolidated his power inside the regime. While this ratcheting down of regime insecurity might be beneficial to future nuclear talks, the section notes that obstacles to future multilateral talks are cropping up outside of North Korea’s borders. They cite South Korea’s intention to
deploy US Terminal High Altitude Area Defence (THAAD) systems and the growth of a triangular South Korea–Japan–USA alliance among the factors reducing China's willingness to engage in US-led frameworks or talks.

Section three reviews the current trends in the North Korean economy and examines the implications of China's economic engagement as a means of achieving denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula. Marked by low-market penetration of foreign businesses and the placement of SEZs away from major centres in North Korea, this section argues that North Korea has not fully internalized lessons from China's own ‘reform and opening up’. Further, it provides more granularity on the issue of Chinese nationals and companies engaged in cross-border trade with North Korea, at times raising questions over potential United Nations Security Council sanction violations. In doing so, this section notes the difficulty imposed by UN resolution wording that reflects China's basic policy line that sanctions on North Korea should not influence normal trade and people's livelihoods. It emphasizes that the lack of a definition for what constitutes ‘livelihood purposes’ within the resolutions’ exemptions means that North Korea still has a variety of options for generating revenue for its nuclear or ballistic missile programmes.

Section four explores the possible avenues for cooperation between China and European countries on North Korean engagement. It argues that the historical presence of European non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and embassy offices in North Korea has expanded the options for communication and dialogue on intractable issues. Further, as non-parties to the Six-Party Talks and nuclear issues in the region, it argues that European countries may serve as impartial moderators and negotiators through which expanded crisis management measures could be realized. Given the strength of European export control training, this section also makes suggestions as to how this could be provided in the context of China's own development of standards. Finally, it argues that humanitarian engagement through civil society and integrated aid systems is one of the arenas in which European and Chinese aims align most closely and should be expanded.

Section five provides an overview of how European countries can play a constructive role in ‘breaking the deadlock’ that currently exists among the original members of the Six-Party Talks. In terms of humanitarian assistance, it advocates European NGOs serving on the front line of improving livelihoods and maintaining a sustained presence within North Korea. This section argues that while China's focus is on stability and economic development in North Korea, European countries tend to emphasize sanctions and human rights. Nonetheless, it cites the intersection of their aims on denuclearization, non-proliferation, dialogue and crisis management, as well as on the improvement of living standards through humanitarian engagement. By integrating these common interests into a framework, the section concludes by suggesting that China and Europe can play a more constructive role, which is less hampered by the geopolitical power struggles that have occurred among the six countries that have been party to previous negotiations on the North Korean nuclear issue.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEE</td>
<td>Central and Eastern European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organization (of the United Nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSOMIA</td>
<td>General Security of Military Information Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRCB</td>
<td>Hunchun Rural Commercial Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>Intercontinental ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>International Criminal Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIC</td>
<td>Kaesong Industrial Complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOTRA</td>
<td>Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKIDP</td>
<td>North Korea International Development Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>Special designated nationals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEZ</td>
<td>Special economic zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLBM</td>
<td>Submarine-launched ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAAD</td>
<td>Terminal High Altitude Area Defence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHRC</td>
<td>United Nations Human Rights Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP</td>
<td>World Food Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPK</td>
<td>Workers' Party of Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK, North Korea) conducted its third nuclear test on 12 February 2013. The test occurred during a transition of power in the Chinese Government and it seemed to mark a turning point in bilateral political relations, after which China took a stronger official position on North Korea’s actions. Other events appeared to confirm the shift as well, such as the dramatic decline in the number of visits between the two countries since 2013, North Korea seizing and fining Chinese fishing boats in 2014, as well as the fact that the respective leaders have yet to meet.\(^1\) All of these signs have led to speculation regarding a deterioration in bilateral Chinese–North Korean relations and have spurred debates on whether there has been a policy change towards North Korea under the Xi Jinping administration.\(^2\) Despite these adverse trends, there have been indications since 2015 that a slow, but steady thaw may be under way.

In October 2015, Liu Yunshan, a member of the Standing Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, visited North Korea to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the Workers’ Party of Korea (WPK). He represented the most senior member of the Chinese Government to visit North Korea since 2012.\(^3\) During Liu’s visit, a message from Chinese President Xi Jinping expressed hope for enhanced high-level exchange, increased bilateral cultural interactions and continued economic cooperation between the two countries. The message also highlighted China’s consistent stance on the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula and its wish to reopen the Six-Party Talks process. Despite these references to denuclearization and a resumption of the Six-Party Talks, Kim Jong-un responded positively to the suggestion of expanded economic ties.

Two months later, North Korea sent its Mudanbong (무단봉, 牡丹峰) band to Beijing to perform at the National Centre for the Performing Arts. However, the event was cancelled on the day of the first performance.\(^4\) The lack of clarity on the reason for the sudden cancellation again led to speculation about the stability of Chinese–North Korean relations.\(^8\) These events, combined with North Korea’s parallel efforts to strengthen its bilateral relations with Russia, have led some external observers to question whether North Korea’s pursuit of economic and political support from Russia could undermine China’s influence on North Korea.\(^8\)

North Korean nuclear tests in 2016 and related sanctions

In spite of the fluctuations in North Korea’s relations with China, North Korea has continued its trajectory towards improving its nuclear capabilities. On 6 January 2016 North Korea conducted its fourth nuclear test, which it claimed was a hydrogen bomb

---


test. This technological claim met with considerable scepticism from international experts. Nonetheless, the official statement by North Korea worried the international community, especially when accompanied by its advances in missile technology, reports of a satellite launch in February, as well as a submarine-launched ballistic missile test in April. In response to the January test, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 2270 in March 2016, with the backing of the Chinese Government.

Just six months later, while the effects of the resolution were still being monitored and discussed, North Korea carried out its fifth nuclear test on 9 September 2016. The September test led North Korea to declare that it was now able to load miniaturized nuclear warheads onto missiles. While previous nuclear tests had an average interval of three years, this was the first time that two nuclear tests had been conducted in the same year. The quick succession of nuclear tests, bracketing an estimated 20 missile tests, underlined the insistence of North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong-un, on development of a nuclear deterrent through practical action. However, this series of events also led to questions over the level to which sanctions had the capacity to shape North Korean activities.

In the context of North Korea’s firm stance on becoming a nuclear state, China has supported UN Security Council resolutions on North Korea’s nuclear programme, but at the same time has maintained its economic engagement with the isolated country. Faced with the inherent contradictions and challenges of these two North Korean goals, Beijing has played and continues to play a major role in supporting the UN sanctions on North Korea. The determination of North Korea to improve its nuclear capacity, however, has put China in an awkward position. At the official level, China has emphasized the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula and the enforcement of UN Security Council resolutions. At the same time, however, it continues its economic engagement to maintain regime stability in North Korea and to promote Chinese-style reform and opening.

This two-track diplomacy has attracted criticism that economic cooperation risks undermining the effects of the sanctions. Even though political relations between the two countries have been unstable for the past three years, bilateral economic exchange has not significantly diminished. Furthermore, South Korea’s intended deployment of Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD), a US anti-ballistic missile system, and the reinforcement of US–Japanese–South Korean cooperation complicates China’s commitment to take a harder line with North Korea. Furthermore, it reduces China’s will to further cooperate with the United States on increasing political pressure.

Despite these ongoing challenges for international diplomatic engagement on North Korea, there are suggestions that China’s support for Resolution 2321 on 30 November 2016 marked a significant shift. For the first time, China agreed to specified restrictions on the value and volume of coal exports to North Korea. This reflects the Chinese Government’s official disapproval of current developments on the Korean peninsula. At the unofficial level, Chinese experts based in the north-east of the country continue to argue that promoting North Korean economic reform as a means of achieving denuclearization will have a positive effect in the long term. This optimism, however, must be weighed against the wider caution emerging in Chinese academic circles. Some experts worry about whether China’s economic exchange with North Korea simply

---


9 Interviews with the author, Jilin and Liaoning, Apr. 2015; and Workshops, Jilin, Sep. 2015 and Sep. 2016.
reinforces Kim Jong-un’s ‘Byongjin line’ (병진노선, 并进路线), which urges the parallel pursuit of a nuclear arsenal and economic growth.

Throughout these geopolitical shifts, European governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have maintained relatively solid relations with North Korea through humanitarian assistance and capacity-building programmes. Overall, the influence of the European Union (EU) is limited in comparison with the other five parties to the Six-Party Talks: China, the USA, Russia, South Korea and Japan. Despite this fact, since Chinese and US-led negotiations and sanctions against North Korea’s nuclear programme are yet to produce results, the EU’s softer channels have an opportunity to undertake a more prominent position in future engagement with North Korea. The EU is poised to lead the way on a shift in the balance between China’s sanctions enforcement and its economic assistance.
2. Denuclearization and the role of Chinese engagement

2.1 North Korea's increasing nuclear capabilities

Three of North Korea’s nuclear tests—more than half the total number—have been conducted since Kim Jong-un came to power in December 2011. This clear acceleration in the development of nuclear weapons and missile capabilities has mounted a direct challenge to the international non-proliferation regime. After five nuclear tests, North Korea has stated that it is now able to miniaturize its nuclear warheads for missile deployment. The bodies making such official statements have changed multiple times in recent years. The Korean Central News Agency issued all statements on nuclear developments in North Korea. By 2016, such announcements came directly from the North Korean Government, with the most recent announcement released by North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Institute (see table 2.1).

These trends suggest that North Korea is becoming increasingly confident in its political status as a nuclear power. Since Kim Jong-un came to power, the content of official statements shifted from describing the nuclear programme as a tool of self-defence against ‘US-led hostile forces’ to emphasizing the right of North Korea to possess nuclear weapons. North Korea has also proclaimed itself to be a ‘nuclear-weapon state’, declaring in the two most recent statements: ‘...we will not use nuclear weapons first unless aggressive hostile forces use nuclear weapons to invade our sovereignty and we will not proliferate related technologies and items under no circumstances’, as a ‘responsible nuclear-weapon state’ (책임있는 핵 보유국, 責任的拥核国).

At the technological level, North Korea has conducted an estimated 20 missile launches between the fourth and fifth nuclear tests in 2016 (see table 2.2). It is clear from these launches that North Korea is concentrating on, and speeding up, its ballistic missile development, as a platform for its nuclear weapons. Li Bin, professor and head of arms control studies at Tsinghua University, stated during the 2016 World Peace Forum that the probable next step by North Korea will be to improve its intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) and submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM) capabilities. If successful, these advances will provide North Korea with much greater leverage against the USA, as well as a more survivable nuclear deterrent. Facing these trends, international sanctions against North Korea continue to mount.

Confronted with North Korea’s growing capabilities, the UN Security Council has issued multiple press statements condemning North Korea’s nuclear tests and ballistic missile launches. On occasion, the Security Council failed to issue a response to the latter, which might have been largely caused by differing opinions on how to address the issue influenced by THAAD and US–South Korean military exercises. In response to North Korea’s nuclear tests, the Security Council response has been much clearer. It passed two resolutions in six months, namely Resolution 2270 of 2 March 2016 and Resolution 2321 of 30 November 2016. UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon noted

China’s engagement of North Korea

that Resolution 2321 is the toughest and most comprehensive sanctions regime ever imposed. Nonetheless, after its adoption, observers have been sceptical about whether these statements and resolutions will bring about any significant change. Instead, the consensus suggests that Security Council resolutions are a standard response to North Korean nuclear tests, serving as a political signal, rather than designed to make an impact.

Table 2.1. North Korea’s statements on nuclear tests, 2006–16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Publishing body</th>
<th>Test result (as claimed)</th>
<th>Purpose of the test (as claimed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 Oct. 2006</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>The DPRK has successfully conducted an underground nuclear test.</td>
<td>The test is to improve self-defence by possessing a nuclear capability. This will contribute to the peace and security of the Korean peninsula and the surrounding region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 May 2009</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>The DPRK has successfully conducted its second underground nuclear test, further increasing its power.</td>
<td>The test is a measure to reinforce North Korea’s nuclear deterrent for self-defence. It will contribute to the protection of its sovereignty, and the peace and security of the Korean peninsula and the surrounding region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Feb. 2013</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>The DPRK has successfully conducted its third nuclear test with the use of a smaller and lighter atomic bomb.</td>
<td>The test is a measure to defend the country’s security and sovereignty, and in response to a hostile act by the United States which questioned the DPRK’s legitimate right to launch a satellite for peaceful purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Jan. 2016</td>
<td>North Korean Government</td>
<td>The DPRK has conducted its first successful hydrogen-bomb test.</td>
<td>The test is a measure for self-defence from the nuclear threat from and blackmail by US-led hostile forces, and to safeguard peace on the Korean peninsula and regional security. The DPRK is a responsible nuclear-weapon state that will neither be the first to use nuclear weapons nor transfer relevant means and technology under any circumstances, as long as its sovereignty is not infringed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Sep. 2016</td>
<td>Nuclear Weapons Institute of the DPRK</td>
<td>The DPRK has successfully mastered technologies for miniaturizing nuclear warheads for loading on to missiles, as well as producing and using various fissile materials.</td>
<td>The test is a demonstration to US-led hostile forces, which dispute the right of the DPRK to possess nuclear weapons for self-defence, and deny that the DPRK is a nuclear weapon state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DPRK = Democratic People’s Republic of Korea; KCNA = Korean Central News Agency
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2.2 Chinese views on North Korea’s denuclearization

Perceptions on regime stability in North Korea

Five years after North Korea’s transition of power, a majority of Chinese analysts agree that the regime has stabilized. In the wake of the fourth nuclear test and Seventh Party Congress of the WPK in May 2016, North Korea officially entered what some Chinese experts are calling the ‘Kim Jong-un era’. Kim has consolidated his power inside the regime through frequent personnel changes and purges. According to media reports, around 70 North Korean officials have been executed since Kim came to power in 2011. And even outside of the government, those with potential claims on Kim’s position, such as his elder brother Kim Jong-nam have reportedly been eliminated.

On the economy, Kim has made the ‘Byongjin line’ his basic state policy, shifting the policy focus from putting military development first to also emphasizing the importance of North Korea’s economic development. Most Chinese experts, especially those in north-eastern China, value Kim’s economic initiatives, believing that North Korea has learned them from China’s own experiences.

This frequent refrain is often accompanied by Chinese arguments that China’s similar historical experiences provide it with a unique window into North Korea’s challenges and likely development path.

Table 2.2. North Korea’s missile tests in 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date of test</th>
<th>Type of test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 Feb.</td>
<td>Unha-type rocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 Mar.</td>
<td>Short-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 Mar.</td>
<td>Short-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16 Mar.</td>
<td>Submarine-launched ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18 Mar.</td>
<td>Middle-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21 Mar.</td>
<td>Short-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24 Mar.</td>
<td>Solid-fuel rocket engine test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>29 Mar.</td>
<td>Short-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 Apr.</td>
<td>Short-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9 Apr.</td>
<td>Liquid-fuel engine test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>15 Apr.</td>
<td>Intermediate-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>23 Apr.</td>
<td>Submarine-launched ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>28 Apr.</td>
<td>Intermediate-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>31 May</td>
<td>Intermediate-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>22 June</td>
<td>Intermediate-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>9 July</td>
<td>Intermediate-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>19 July</td>
<td>Two short-range ballistic missiles and one middle-range ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3 Aug.</td>
<td>Middle-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>24 Aug.</td>
<td>Submarine-launched ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5 Sep.</td>
<td>Middle-range ballistic missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>15 Oct.</td>
<td>Intermediate-range ballistic missile (presumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>20 Oct.</td>
<td>Intermediate-range ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Interviews with the author, Jilin and Yanbian, Apr. 2015; and Workshop, Jilin, Sep. 2016.
China’s core policy on North Korea has been largely based on three principles: ‘no war, no instability and no nuclear weapons’ (不战, 不乱, 无核), with an emphasis on stability. However, following the third nuclear test in 2013, these principles were changed to ‘denuclearization, peace and stability and an early resumption of the Six-Party Talks’ (坚持半岛无核化，坚持维护半岛和平，坚持对话解决问题).

Zhang Liangui, a professor at the Central Party School, notes that the different phrasing of these three principles reflects China’s changing agenda, which has now made denuclearization its primary interest.

He also argues that North Korea’s nuclear programme is the root cause of instability on the Korean peninsula and not vice versa. Still, some Chinese experts see the prioritization of denuclearization as ‘unwise’, while others question the feasibility of North Korea relinquishing its nuclear weapons.

Despite these misgivings, at the official level, China supported the adoption of Resolution 2321. In doing so, it underlined a national willingness to curb the North Korean nuclear programme and to achieve denuclearization on the Korean peninsula. Many Chinese analysts, however, believe that the priority of the Chinese Government remains North Korea’s stability.

As recently as 2016, Wang Yi, China’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, stated, ‘sanctions are just a necessary means. Maintaining stability is the pressing priority and only negotiation can lead to a fundamental solution’. Moreover, some Chinese analysts argue that China would prefer a nuclear-armed, but friendly and controlled North Korea to a collapsed regime.

The focus of Chinese experts on North Korea has shifted, in line with recent events on the Korean peninsula, back and forth between stability and denuclearization. Some Chinese experts argue that it will be difficult for China to achieve both at the same time.

Table 2.3. South Korea’s defence budget, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>2016 budget</th>
<th>2017 budget</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed by</td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government</td>
<td></td>
<td>with previous year (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence budget</td>
<td>387 995</td>
<td>403 347</td>
<td>15 352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating and personnel expenses</td>
<td>271 597</td>
<td>281 757</td>
<td>9 780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence modernizations</td>
<td>116 398</td>
<td>121 970</td>
<td>5 572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


With this background, China’s core policy on North Korea has been largely based on three principles: ‘no war, no instability and no nuclear weapons’ (不战, 不乱, 无核), with an emphasis on stability. However, following the third nuclear test in 2013, these principles were changed to ‘denuclearization, peace and stability and an early resumption of the Six-Party Talks’ (坚持半岛无核化，坚持维护半岛和平，坚持对话解决问题). Zhang Liangui, a professor at the Central Party School, notes that the different phrasing of these three principles reflects China’s changing agenda, which has now made denuclearization its primary interest. He also argues that North Korea’s nuclear programme is the root cause of instability on the Korean peninsula and not vice versa.

Still, some Chinese experts see the prioritization of denuclearization as ‘unwise’, while others question the feasibility of North Korea relinquishing its nuclear weapons.

Despite these misgivings, at the official level, China supported the adoption of Resolution 2321. In doing so, it underlined a national willingness to curb the North Korean nuclear programme and to achieve denuclearization on the Korean peninsula. Many Chinese analysts, however, believe that the priority of the Chinese Government remains North Korea’s stability. As recently as 2016, Wang Yi, China’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, stated, ‘sanctions are just a necessary means. Maintaining stability is the pressing priority and only negotiation can lead to a fundamental solution’. Moreover, some Chinese analysts argue that China would prefer a nuclear-armed, but friendly and controlled North Korea to a collapsed regime.

The focus of Chinese experts on North Korea has shifted, in line with recent events on the Korean peninsula, back and forth between stability and denuclearization. Some Chinese experts argue that it will be difficult for China to achieve both at the same time.
time and that it is important to make a clear choice as soon as possible.\textsuperscript{19} Wang Junsheng, an associate researcher at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, has argued that North Korea’s continued provocations and escalating behaviour completely disregard China’s demands for a stable region.\textsuperscript{20} And he is not alone. But in casting blame, Chinese experts are also looking inward. Some have argued in interviews that the uncertainty of China’s policies enables North Korea to further its nuclear weapon development.\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{The interplay of potential THAAD deployment in South Korea}

Beyond the interaction of China and North Korea, the latter’s breakthroughs in nuclear weapons and delivery systems have begun a debate inside South Korea on whether it should develop nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{22} While it is unlikely that South Korea will do so in the near future, this sentiment demonstrates a potentially significant change of opinion. When combined with the July 2016 announcement by South Korea’s Ministry of National Defense that it would accelerate deployment of THAAD and the anticipated delivery of THAAD system components in 2017, it is evident that South Korea’s security calculus is rapidly hardening.\textsuperscript{23} Beyond cooperation with the USA on THAAD, South Korea signed the general security of military information agreement (GSOMIA) with Japan on 23 November 2016, which touches on intelligence related to North Korea.\textsuperscript{24}

When it comes to its unilateral efforts, South Korea has also increased its 2017 defence budget by 2 trillion won (1.71 billion US dollars), an increase of 4 per cent from the previous year. This constitutes a sizeable annual defence budget increase in South Korea, when compared with figures from the preceding year (see table 2.3).\textsuperscript{25} As part of the defence budget, the National Assembly shifted 38 billion won (32.5 million US dollars) from ‘operating and personnel expenses’ (전력 운영비, 战力运营费) to ‘defence modernization’ (방위력 개선비, 防卫力改善费). According to official statement, this reallocation was motivated by ‘the rising threats from North Korea’s nuclear and missile tests’.\textsuperscript{26} Overall, Seoul’s increased military expenditure appears to reflect dissatisfaction in South Korea with China’s failing efforts to denuclearize North Korea.\textsuperscript{27}

While South Korea’s focus on THAAD deployment and the GSOMIA are logical reactions to an increasing security threat from North Korea, neither is welcomed by China. The Chinese Government interprets these two moves as attempts to counter China’s power in North East Asia.\textsuperscript{28} According to He Yafei, the former vice minister
China’s engagement of North Korea

of the State Council Office of Overseas Chinese Affairs, wrote in June 2016 that the planned THAAD is part of a rebalancing strategy created by the USA and that the real target behind its deployment is China. He has further argued that South Korea’s deployment of THAAD will undermine the regional strategic balance and increase tensions in the region.29

Under these circumstances, observers have begun to question China’s core intentions and interests when it comes to sanctions implementation. A centrepiece in this debate is an editorial in Global Times—a government-owned newspaper—that was published the same day as the South Korean Government announced its plan to deploy THAAD. While the newspaper tends towards hard-line pronouncements, it is frequently an indicator of domestic reaction that the Chinese Government would have difficulty voicing through normal diplomatic channels. The editorial discusses ‘five countermeasures against deployment’, which link THAAD and sanctions in a discussion of regional balance.30 The paper also advocates that China re-evaluate how sanctions enforcement might affect the long-term security situation in North East Asia.

Further balancing Chinese concerns over THAAD with sanctions obligations, the director of the Centre for American Studies at Renmin University, Shi Yinhong, wrote in October 2016 that China should implement UN sanctions on North Korea in the short term. However, he stressed that China should gradually alter its approach on sanctions to focus on the interests of China.31 As US–Chinese competition intensifies
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in the wake of the expected THAAD deployment, Shi Yinhong emphasized that China should improve its bilateral relations with North Korea.

The deputy director of the Institute of World Political Studies at the China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations, Sun Ru, further advocates a double containment strategy that would curb the development of North Korea’s nuclear power, while also preventing the USA from using North Korea as a justification to damage China’s interests. She argues that the goal of denuclearization on the Korean peninsula should remain in place, but that China’s implementation of sanctions should become more flexible. Beyond the threat perceptions and analyses mentioned above, a more quantifiable Chinese reaction to the June 2016 announcement of South Korea’s plan to deploy THAAD in the near future could be the sharply increased volume of trade between China and North Korea in that month (see figure 2.1).  

In spite of these strong reactions, Chinese experts do not universally favour the linking of China’s condemnation of THAAD deployment in South Korea with its willingness to implement sanctions on North Korea. A number of Chinese analysts have discouraged using support of sanctions enforcement as a bargaining chip in THAAD discussions, arguing that this would send the wrong signal to North Korea on China’s stance on denuclearization. Cheng Xiaohua, associate professor at Renmin University, has argued that deploying THAAD should not lead to tolerance towards North Korea’s provocative actions, emphasizing that relaxation of sanctions enforcement would represent a short-sighted solution.

Similarly, Han Xiandong, a professor at the China University of Political Science and Law, maintains that the deployment of THAAD reflects changing policy priorities on North Korea by South Korea and the USA. He argues that the US and South Korean shift represents an opportunity for China to re-evaluate and reconsider its own policies. Other Chinese analysts further support the view that THAAD deployment and sanctions enforcement should be discussed as two separate issues. They maintain that THAAD deployment is a national security issue, while sanctions enforcement is an obligation on China as a member of the UN.

Overall, a July 2016 opinion piece by Liang Lichang, a professor at Huaibei Normal University, could be deemed representative of a prevailing view among Chinese experts. He stresses three main points. First, China’s implementation of sanctions on North Korea is based on China’s own national interest and its obligation as a UN member state. It is not a trade-off with the US Government. Second, regardless of the changing circumstances in East Asia, it is important for China to maintain a degree of independence on the North Korea issue to achieve effective sanctions enforcement. Third, THAAD deployment should not be linked with China’s North Korea policy. Nonetheless, Liang stresses that China should take a clear stance in opposition to
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37 Interviews with the author, Beijing, Sep. 2016.

THAAD deployment, including substantive measures in response to South Korea’s decision.

**Likelihood of success in denuclearizing North Korea**

Chinese analysts provide three main alternatives to break the current deadlock among parties working to solve North Korea nuclear crisis: military options, sanctions and negotiations. A military response to North Korea is rarely discussed in China, but following the two nuclear tests by North Korea in 2016, the international debate on whether the USA might conduct a pre-emptive strike on North Korea has increased. Nonetheless, Chinese experts such as Jia Qingguo, dean of the School of International Studies at Peking University, warn that China cannot afford to be complacent, particularly since it would be directly affected by a surgical strike against North Korea by the USA.

At the official level, the Chinese Government remains opposed to a kinetic response to North Korea’s nuclear tests. China’s foreign minister, Wang Yi, made a clear statement during an interview in February 2016 that one of the principles adhered to by China in addressing issues on the Korean peninsula is that a military option would be unacceptable. Nonetheless, Chinese experts such as Jia Qingguo, dean of the School of International Studies at Peking University, warn that China cannot afford to be complacent, particularly since it would be directly affected by a surgical strike against North Korea by the USA.

When it comes to sanctions, Chinese experts can be broadly separated into two camps. One camp argues that the intensity of sanctions should be measured to avoid an extreme reaction from North Korea. The other camp suggests that North Korea has used these concerns to undermine the effectiveness of sanctions. The majority of Chinese experts agree that the sanctions are necessary. Many, however, argue that sanctions alone will not achieve denuclearization. They contend that engagement with North Korea will ultimately be more important.

Even the often-hawkish *Global Times* published an article in 2016 that argued:

> sanctions can only be a part of the international effort to talk Pyongyang out of its nuclear programme. Time has shown that no matter how tough sanctions are, denuclearization cannot be achieved by sanctions alone. The USA and South Korea need to take the initiative to improve North Korea’s security environment and to ease Pyongyang’s anxiety about the possible threats facing it. They should try to seek breakthroughs with Pyongyang on security and create mutual trust. Otherwise, no sanctions will force Pyongyang to acquiesce.
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In terms of negotiations, an overwhelming majority of Chinese experts emphasize that multilateral talks are the best means of achieving denuclearization. Despite this fact, many of the Chinese experts interviewed admitted that the chances of convincing North Korea to surrender its nuclear weapons are minute.\textsuperscript{49} Further, they argued that even if North Korea were to return to the negotiation table and agree to denuclearization, it would take decades to achieve this goal. Instead, many Chinese analysts have returned to discussing the potential for a nuclear freeze or interim steps, rather than analyzing the potential for complete denuclearization.\textsuperscript{50}

In February 2016, Wang Yi advocated a new approach to get the relevant parties back to the negotiating table. The essence of this proposal involves denuclearizing North Korea, while holding talks on a peace agreement between the US and North Korea. Wang Yi suggested setting minor goals at different stages of the negotiation, with this point receiving a positive response in China.\textsuperscript{51} Su Ge, director of the China Institute of International Relations, among other Chinese experts, has argued that this approach should be conducted under the framework of the Six-Party Talks, which he still considers the best solution to the North Korean nuclear issue.\textsuperscript{52}

In contrast, the international community continues to discuss the unlikelihood of resuming the Six-Party Talks and implications of regime change or collapse in North Korea. In response to these debates, Chinese experts tend to argue that since the current regime has stabilized under Kim’s rule, collapse is unlikely. Moreover, they maintain that North Korea’s stability remains a high priority for China. Since a shock to the regime could substantially increase the instability of the whole region, most Chinese analysts do not consider it to be a practical or desirable option.\textsuperscript{53}

Despite this, many Chinese experts recognize the urgency of resolving North Korea’s problems. During one workshop in Jilin in September 2016, a Chinese expert stressed that North Korea has created a new Chinese–US strategic game, which it exploits while focusing on enhancing its power and decreasing international cooperation to counter its nuclear programme.\textsuperscript{54} According to this view, the longer the North Korean nuclear issue goes unresolved, the more dangerous and complicated it becomes.

2.3 China’s approach to Resolution 2321

Only six months after Resolution 2270 was passed, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 2321, in response to North Korea’s fifth nuclear test. That the drafting of the new resolution took more than two months—longer than the discussion surrounding previous drafts—demonstrates the highly divergent interests of the participating members, particularly those of China and the United States. Despite the apparent conflict over tactics, Resolution 2321 very much reflects China’s basic policy line on North Korea’s nuclear programme, namely that sanctions should not influence normal trade and people’s livelihoods.

China has its own concerns about how to effectively balance the use of UN sanctions to encourage North Korea to return to talks, while at the same time working

\textsuperscript{49} Interviews with the author, Beijing, Sep. 2016; and Workshop, Jilin, Sep. 2016.
\textsuperscript{50} Based on interactions with and talks by Chinese experts at the 15th PIIC Beijing Seminar on International Security: Nuclear Non-proliferation and Cooperation, Suzhou, China, 1–5 Nov. 2016.
\textsuperscript{51} 赵通 [Zhao, T.], ‘与朝鲜对话是解决朝核危机的唯一选项’ [Dialogue with North Korea is the only option for solving North Korea nuclear crisis], DuoweiCN, 7 Apr. 2016, <http://pit.ifeng.com/a/20160513/48764417_0.shtml>.
\textsuperscript{52} 王林昌 [Wang, L.], ‘停和机制转换是朝鲜弃核的唯一出路’ [Wang Yi’s dual track approach is the only solution for denuclearization], Huanqiuwang, 18 Apr. 2016, <http://opinion.huanqiu.com/opinion_world/2016-04/8813706.html>.
\textsuperscript{53} Interviews with the author, Jilin and Yanbian, Apr. 2015.
\textsuperscript{54} Workshop, Jilin, Sep. 2016.
to maintain the stability of the North Korean regime. As a result, Resolution 2321 included exemptions for trade and transactions for the ‘livelihood purposes of DPRK nationals and unrelated to generating revenue for the DPRK’s nuclear or ballistic missile programmes’.\(^5\) Since there is no explicit definition of a transaction for ‘livelihood purposes’, it is difficult to distinguish between legitimate trade and that which violates the Security Council resolution. Thus, self-reporting has become extremely important. Even with transactions involving normal trade with the North Korean people, however, it is impossible to ensure that the income does not benefit nuclear or ballistic missile development.

It has been argued that the livelihood exemption in Resolution 2270, which includes minerals such as coal, iron and iron ore, could be undermining the effectiveness of sanctions enforcement.\(^5\)\(^6\) The tougher and more specific steps on controlling North Korea’s coal exports in Resolution 2321 are, therefore, notable innovations. Resolution 2321 states that the total annual value of North Korean coal exports for livelihood purposes cannot exceed 400.87 million US dollars and the amount cannot exceed 7.5 million tonnes per year. This cuts North Korea’s total national export revenue by approximately 60 per cent, based on its export volume in 2015.\(^5\)\(^7\) Due to these figures, it could be argued that this is one of the most concrete and targeted actions that China has taken so far on sanctioning North Korea. And with the publicity surrounding China’s announcement in February 2017 that it would halt all coal imports from North Korea for the remainder of the year, China’s position has taken on a more overt and muscular tone.\(^5\)\(^8\)

The upcoming monthly reports to the 1718 Sanctions Committee and their publication on its website will provide more accurate figures, improving monitoring of the flow of foreign currency to North Korea from coal exports. These increased controls on North Korean coal exports demonstrate the clear stance of China on North Korean denuclearization. While a firm Chinese stance is important, implementation is even more critical. Following Resolution 2321, some media reports have expressed doubts as to whether the coal export controls can be fully and strictly implemented.\(^5\)\(^9\) In addition, while trade in copper, nickel, silver and zinc is completely prohibited, iron and iron ore remain exempt as goods that fall under the category of ‘livelihood purposes’.\(^6\)\(^0\) The exclusion of certain goods from sanctions demonstrates the complexities of both effective enforcement and comprehensive impact.

The diplomatic and labour factor in enforcing sanctions

Beyond trade in goods, Resolution 2321 also contains tighter restrictions on North Korean diplomats, who have been repeatedly accused of smuggling. These restrictions limit the number of bank accounts allotted to North Korean diplomatic missions and consular posts to one account each. Accredited diplomats and consular officers are also limited to one account. Additionally, there are prohibitions on using property that
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\(^{55}\) United Nations (note 5).


is owned or leased by North Korea for any purpose other than diplomatic or consular activities.\textsuperscript{61}

However, while the resolution ‘calls upon’, it does not ‘decide that’ member states should reduce the staff numbers permitted to serve in North Korean diplomatic missions and consular posts. As North Korea becomes more and more isolated under tightening international sanctions, its diplomatic missions are important for maintaining its connections with the outside world. China has always emphasized the centrality of diplomatic negotiations in resolving North Korean problems. A reduction or even shutdown of North Korea’s embassies is, therefore, not consistent with its interests and approach.

Beyond raw material exports, labour exports are increasingly a source of national revenue for the North Korean Government. These have been expanding to different countries and regions. As a result, they are mentioned in a UN Security Council resolution for the first time. The concern is whether the wages earned by North Korean workers may contribute to national nuclear or ballistic missile programmes. Instead of attacking this issue, however, the resolution only ‘calls for’ better control. So while Resolution 2321 does issue a prohibition on procuring crew services from North Korea, North Korean workers remain very popular among Chinese employers.\textsuperscript{62} This market demand has the potential to outweigh sanctions.

Lü Chao, a researcher at the Liaoning Academy of Social Sciences, has argued that the number of North Korean workers may have already decreased due to the resolution. However, the resolution mentions no specific requirements on labour exports.\textsuperscript{63} Thus, while Resolution 2321 provides the Chinese Government with a legal basis for tightening its work-visa policies, its overall lack of specifics gives the Chinese Government some flexibility when dealing with North Korean labour exports.

While China and the USA came to final agreement on Resolution 2321, the expanded unilateral sanctions imposed by the US administration following passage of the resolution are likely to reflect the clauses that China did not accept during the discussions on drafting. Among these, the USA added seven individuals and 16 entities to its list of Special Designated Nationals (SDN) for blocking their assets and prohibiting US people from dealing with them. These measures covered North Korean finance, energy, transportation and labour exports.\textsuperscript{64}

With its SDN list, in contrast to its limited treatment of overseas labour issues in the UN Security Council resolution, the USA pays more attention to restricting North Korea’s growing foreign currency reserves. It designates the companies that are responsible for organizing labour exports as being subject to sanctions, since part of the income will flow to the North Korean Government and the WPK. For example, the Korea Oil Exploration Corporation was added to the US SDN list due to its attempts to access crude oil through Iranian entities, even though crude oil is not prohibited under the resolution. In fact, many of the Chinese analysts surveyed argued that energy sanctions against North Korea, such as a prohibition on the supply of crude oil, might be necessary to force North Korea back to talks.\textsuperscript{65} Despite this fact, energy sanctions are nowhere to be seen in the new UN Security Council resolution.

\textsuperscript{61} United Nations Security Council Resolution 2321 (note 4).
\textsuperscript{62} Workshop, Jilin, Sep. 2015.
\textsuperscript{65} Workshop, Jilin, Sep. 2015 and Sep. 2016.
The impact of UN Security Council resolutions on China’s North Korea policy

As the frequency of North Korea’s nuclear tests increases, so does the duration of the negotiations on UN Security Council resolutions. It took 82 days to pass Resolution 2321, which has been the lengthiest time required, thus far, for the Security Council to agree on sanctions against North Korea (see figure 2.2). This may indicate greater caution from the Chinese Government regarding the implications of these resolutions and the planned THAAD deployment by South Korea. China and the USA have worked closely on drafting UN Security Council resolutions related to North Korea since Resolution 2094 in March 2013. As sanctions become more expansive, however, there are unavoidable disagreements on their intensity and nature. Compared to the aggressive stance of the USA in imposing harsher sanctions, China continues to weigh sanctions against its two major goals on North Korea—denuclearization and regime stability.

Nonetheless, 2013 marked a turning point in Chinese attitudes to the North Korean nuclear issue. North Korea’s third nuclear test occurred just after China’s Xi Jinping came to power. China’s new leader was immediately met with a crisis that challenged the national non-proliferation policy before both administrations had an opportunity to normalize their ties. Thus, although there has been no substantial change in China’s official policy, bilateral relations have been shifting. Chinese experts argue that China’s relations with North Korea have begun to transition to ‘normal’ state relations. While China remains a supportive ally of North Korea, it does not take sides.66

Prior to this, statements by the Chinese Ambassador to the United Nations following the adoption of Resolution 1718 in 2006 and Resolution 1874 in 2009 emphasized that UN sanctions should be suspended or lifted once North Korea had complied with
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the relevant provisions of the respective resolution. Moreover, China was reluctant to examine cargo coming from or in transit to North Korea. These two postures have not been mentioned since the adoption of Resolution 2094 in March 2013. Instead, six months after Resolution 2094 came into force, China’s Ministry of Commerce published a 238-page list of dual-use items and technologies banned from export to North Korea. This marked the first time that the Chinese Government had published a concrete prohibition list for North Korea. The export ban demonstrated notable progress by the Chinese Government in imposing UN sanctions and has been interpreted by some Chinese analysts as a warning from the Chinese Government aimed at North Korea.

After the adoption of Resolution 2270, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs published two additional prohibited items lists. Just nine days after the adoption of Resolution 2321, China announced a suspension of coal imports from North Korea for the three weeks from 11 December to the end of the year.

Local government interaction and cross-border trade

On North Korea, Xi Jinping follows the dictum of ‘seeking common ground, while reserving and managing differences’ (求同存异,管控分歧). Thus, despite their disagreement on denuclearization, China and North Korea continue their economic interaction. China’s local governments are working to further economic cooperation with North Korea, even after the fourth and fifth nuclear tests. For example, an August 2016 report by the Yanbian Development and Reform Committee highlighted three areas for economic cooperation with North Korea: electricity, logistics at the Rajin port and cross-border tourism.

In a report published in December 2016, the city of Tumen in Jilin province noted its future plans to expand logistics, business and tourism in North Korea, while accelerating construction of the China (Tumen)–North Korea Industrial Park and the China (Tumen)–North Korea (Namyang) Border Economic Cooperation Zone. It is clear that the adoption of the two most recent UN Security Council resolutions has not
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China's engagement of North Korea significantly influenced the economic interactions between North Korea and the local governments in China. While local-level trade continues largely unabated, as it is not a violation of UN Security Council resolutions due to the livelihood exemption, the resolutions have strengthened the financial measures that restrict North Korea from accessing the international banking system. After the adoption of Resolution 2094 in 2013, the Bank of China shut down the account of North Korea's Foreign Trade Bank in May 2013. Some Chinese experts believe, however, that the major banks shut down their business with North Korea because of the risk of secondary sanctions that the USA might place on them. This appears to have less of an impact on local banks in northeastern China, which have continued their transactions with North Korea, even after the adoption Resolution 2094.

According to a report in the local newspaper *Jilin Daily*, the local Hunchun Rural Commercial Bank (HRCB) (珲春农村商业银行, 훈춘농촌상업은행) established an international division at the end of 2013 as its featured business (特色业务, 특색업무), with a focus on Russia and North Korea. Between its establishment and June 2015, the bank conducted 2964 transfers with a value of around 1 billion Chinese yuan (145 million US dollars), as well as 114 cross-border cash transactions with North Korea amounting to 0.7 billion Chinese yuan (102 million US dollars). The HRCB has also expanded its international settlement business as an intermediary between Russia and North Korea. Thus, although these activities with the border city of Dandong (丹东, 단동) purportedly ceased following the adoption of Resolution 2270, it has an active history of engagement with North Korea.

During interviews, local traders who deal with North Korea said that Resolution 2094 had no significant influence on their businesses. They also noted that following Resolution 2270—and prior to the fifth nuclear test—investment and business continued between China and North Korea, albeit at a slightly slower pace. The new UN Security Council resolutions are likely to continue to pose limited constraints on individual border-trade activity. In fact, the resolutions are likely to expand these localized networks in the face of a system that lacks major alternatives. The closure in February 2016 of the Kaesong Industrial Complex (KIC)—special administrative industrial zone in North Korea that fosters collaborative economic development with South Korea—might even offer the opportunity for Chinese enterprises to establish an equivalent.

China's growing international image as a responsible great power puts its commitments and actions in response to North Korea in the spotlight. There is a recent clear line that China is tightening its policy on North Korea. However, for north-eastern China, the current priority remains economic development. These provinces have their own economic interests and they depend on the openness of North Korea. Still, analysts in the region are quick to point out that this isolated neighbour also bears an even greater dependence on China. As many of the Chinese experts and workers who
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live in border areas argue, people matter more than regulations.\textsuperscript{80} The enforcement of UN sanctions at a local government level will need great attention from central government to ensure effective implementation.

\textsuperscript{80} Workshop, Jilin, September 2015.
3. China’s economic engagement with North Korea

Since North Korea’s third nuclear test in 2013, China has actively been working with the USA on the three most recent UN Security Council resolutions on North Korea: 2094, 2270 and 2321. As the resolution-based sanctions have become increasingly comprehensive, the space for economic exchange has continued to shrink. After the fourth nuclear test in January 2016, South Korea indefinitely closed the KIC, a major post for trade flows with North Korea. As a result, North Korea’s survival has become increasingly dependent on its economic relations with China.

As the largest trading country with North Korea, China is taking substantial risks. The economies of the Chinese border cities in the north-eastern region are greatly affected by the changing situation in North Korea. These local governments are expecting more active economic cooperation with North Korea, with the support of the central government. While China’s state-led investment is easily affected by the political situation, its small-scale trade is less affected by sanctions enforcement. Small-scale trade is built upon private networks and is more profit-oriented and sustainable. This is meaningful given that bilateral trade between China and North Korea is dominated by frontier trade.

Many Chinese experts maintain that economic engagement will replace the vicious cycle of North Korean provocation and international reaction exacerbated with ‘trade for aid and temporary calm’\(^1\). They maintain that agricultural reform and the emerging trend for marketization within North Korea are positive signals that will lead to more change. However, for countries that take a more hard-line stance on the North Korea nuclear issue, China’s ongoing economic engagement continues to be seen as undermining international sanctions.

3.1 Current trends in North Korea’s economic development

The balance between marketization and stability

Marketization in North Korea has long been a turbulent process, consisting of periods of brief growth followed by government suppression. Over the years, the Kim family has tried to control the uncertainties that marketization could bring to a nation under a planned economy. The most recent suppression of the market was in 2009, during the failed currency reform of the administration of Kim Jong-il. Nonetheless, a number of Chinese experts argue that marketization has been increasing ever since Kim Jong-un came to power.\(^2\) He has pursued an economic guideline characterized as ‘our own style economic management method’ (우리식 경제관리법, 我们式经济管理体), based in part on the ‘6.28 Measure’ (6.28 방침/조치, 6.28 方针/措施) announced on 28 June 2012 and the ‘5.30 Measure’ (5.30 담화, 5.30 谈话) announced on 30 May 2014.

Professor Yang Moon-soo, from the University of North Korean Studies and a consultant for the Policy Advisory Committee for the Ministry of Unification, argues that these economic guidelines have created a market-friendly environment in North Korea.\(^3\) Each measure has its own respective focus. The 6.28 Measure addresses agricultural reform while the 5.30 Measure is focused more on expanding reform in factories and enterprises.\(^4\) As part of the 5.30 Measure, factories and enterprises now
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**Table 3.1. Food production in North Korea**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The factories and enterprises are now also able to create their own production plan and set prices. However, government authorities are still the primary arbiters of the wages of factory workers across different levels.

**Agricultural reform and food production**

The measure on agriculture reform, known as the ‘Pojon Responsibility System’ (포천 담당제, 圃田担当制), was first tested in pilot programmes before nationwide implementation in 2015. According to Chinese scholars, the farm-unit size has been reduced from seven to eight families with 15 to 25 workers to two families with 3 to 5 workers. Seventy per cent of their production quota goes to the state, while the remainder is reserved for the workers to determine its allocation. By giving workers a means for profit, the reform aims to increase production by increasing motivation. Permitting choice among farmers about which crops to trade is also used to build ‘market economy thinking’ into the system.

Some Chinese experts are pessimistic, however, about North Korea’s agriculture reform. North Korea’s geography gives it only a limited amount of arable land and makes it vulnerable to natural disasters. They argue that while a short-term increase in food production will be possible, long-term growth is not. Increasing domestic expectations mean that the pressure of the new agricultural system hits the bottom tier of the population the hardest. A report by the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) published in April 2016 indicated that total food production in North Korea was an estimated 5.42 million tonnes in 2015, which is a decline of 9 per cent compared to the previous year and a first-time drop since 2010 (see table 3.1). However, from one Chinese expert’s interactions with a North Korean colleague, North Korea purportedly had a harvest of 6 million tonnes in 2015. This illustrates the potential fallibility of statistics and the difficulty in tracking change in a largely closed system.

**Signs of emerging market forces in North Korea**

Overall, figures on North Korea lack accuracy and are hard to obtain. As a result, it is difficult to get a genuine picture of the domestic situation. Much of the analysis on improvements in marketization is based on changes visible to North Korea observers. According to one Chinese expert, who frequently visits and closely tracks developments
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in North Korea, the improvement in people’s lives, particularly in Pyongyang, has been dramatic. The increasing use of smart phones, the reality of traffic jams in Pyongyang and the growing number of shopping malls selling foreign products all reflect increased consumer demand and the effect on North Korean living standards.

Moreover, the growth of both a sanctioned market economy and a black market economy show that despite North Korea’s official planned economy, market forces are on the rise. Chinese experts have described this trend as a phenomenon in which everyone in North Korea is doing business (全民皆商). They argue that this growth model could create an irreversible marketization of North Korea, in which an emerging middle class will eventually promote bottom–up reform and an opening up of North Korea.

Despite these changes, however, many Chinese analysts agree that while the increase in marketization is significant, it remains limited. In their view, the economic sanctions that North Korea faces could shrink the space needed for the development of a market economy. Chinese experts are further concerned that these emerging market forces might be crippled by sanctions before they have a chance to fundamentally alter domestic economic, much less political, dynamics.

The Seventh Party Congress and economic development

The Seventh Party Congress of the WPK took place in Pyongyang on 6–10 May 2016, 36 years after its previous iteration. During the meeting, Kim Jong-un was appointed as chairman of the WPK. This has been interpreted by some Chinese experts as a further sign marking the end of the transition of power in North Korea and a consolidation of Kim Jong-un’s one-person leadership (唯一领导体制). They tend to argue that compared to his father, Kim Jong-un pays more attention to improving the economic conditions and the livelihoods of the populace in North Korea. Experts on North Korea were, therefore, closely watching whether Kim Jong-un would mention economic reform during his speech. The second part of his statement announced a ‘Five-Year Strategy (2016–2020) for Economic Development’ (国家经济发展五年战略).

Although anticipated, the announcement did not use the term ‘Five-Year Plan’ but ‘Five-Year Strategy’. On the one hand, the shift from ‘plan’ (计划) to ‘strategy’ (战略) could be seen as reinforcing the desire within North Korea to distinguish itself from China, which has its own series of five-year plans. On the other hand, according one Chinese expert, it could reflect how the North Korean Government avoids mention of concrete action. It shows governmental uncertainty regarding the future of North Korea’s economy and its desire not to disappoint the populace and suffer the consequences of doing so.

Thus, it was not entirely surprising that the new strategy covered various aspects of North Korea’s economy, but did not mention an innovative plan for economic reform. In fact, the only time Kim used the words ‘reform’ and ‘opening up’ was when criticizing ‘the wind of bourgeois liberation in our neighbourhood’ that ‘will not stop us from...”
adhering to the road of socialism’. Aversion to the term ‘reform’ is not new. North Korean statements usually describe such shifts as ‘economic management improvement measures’ (경제관리개선조치, 经济管理改善措施).

This omission is more than simply rhetorical. The North Korean leadership is not willing to admit that there has been, or ever will be ‘reform’. North Korea seeks to distinguish itself from China’s ‘reform and opening’ policies of the 1980s. Despite suggestions to the contrary, some Chinese scholars argue that the goal of becoming an ‘economic power’, mentioned in the five-year strategy, along with the promotion of officials working in the field of economic development during the Party Congress, reflect the increasing importance of economic development among North Korea’s national priorities.

While some in China might point to the focus on economic development first as distinctly Chinese, North Korea’s emphasis of its ‘own style of economic management methodology’ in the five-year strategy further reflects a conscious desire to set itself apart from China. And the course North Korea sets for itself may not always be predictable. While improvements in agriculture following the 6.28 Measure and 5.30 Measure bolstered hopes that further plans would be presented in North Korea’s new five-year strategy, no new measures were introduced. The only exception was an emphasis on the importance of mechanized farming. This could suggest that the current agriculture measures have met Kim’s demands, such that improvements in agricultural tools will serve as the next step in increasing labour efficiency.

Beyond agriculture, solving the energy shortage remains a precondition for developing the North Korean economy. This is not surprising, as energy shortages have always been a factor stunting North Korea’s economic growth. Several suggestions for alleviating the shortage are mentioned in the five-year strategy, such as speeding up electricity power plant construction, the countrywide building of small and medium-sized power plants to harvest local resources, reducing transmission losses, the increased use of renewable energy sources, and—perhaps most noteworthy from a nuclear proliferation standpoint—the establishment of nuclear power plants.

Since 2011, the Chinese Government has been discussing power transmission with North Korea from Hunchun (珲春, 훈춘), a Chinese county in Jilin Province near to Rason (라선, 罗先). According to the Japanese media agency Nikkei, the installation of cables on the power transmission towers in Hunchun has not yet been completed. One explanation for this delay, as suggested by Chinese experts, is that instead of getting electricity from Hunchun, North Korea would prefer to have the Chinese Government help to build domestic power plants or to fund a similar project. Expanding the discussion, Chinese analysts further note that technical questions—such as responsibility for management and maintenance—are partly hindering the project. Despite the lack of progress at Hunchun, however, China is working closely with North Korea on energy issues in other areas. For example, a delegation of North Korean experts on small and medium-sized hydroelectric power technology visited
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China one month after the fifth nuclear test for technical exchanges and to discuss future cooperation.24

The final part of North Korea’s five-year strategy mentions the demands of expanding foreign trade. In an effort to attract foreign capital, Kim Jong-un emphasized the importance of keeping promises when doing business and creating a favourable environment for investment. He also suggested adjustments to North Korea’s trade structure by increasing the ratios of processing industries, technology trade and services.

To a degree this is reflected in a Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency (KOTRA) report on North Korea’s foreign trade in 2015. The export of textile products has been increasing steadily since 2011, while mineral exports have been in continuous decline since 2013.25 The change in exports to processed goods is partly a result of UN sanctions enforcement, which prohibits North Korea’s mineral business, but is in greater part driven by changing Chinese trade needs. Under increasingly tough sanctions, the development of foreign trade is likely to become more difficult. This means that despite some of the improvements discussed above, the effects may be limited.

Obstacles to economic development in North Korea

North Korea’s economy is characterized as a shortage economy in three primary fields: food security, energy and raw materials, as well as foreign currency.26 Despite this fact, North Korea’s official state ideology, known as Juche (주체사상, 主体思想), emphasizes the self-reliance of its economy, which is hardly possible in its current situation.27

In essence, North Korea remains unable to meet its food demands. It relies on food aid provided by international NGOs and other countries. According to the FAO, the annual gap between food production and food demand in North Korea averaged 466,000 tonnes from November 2010 to October 2015.28 During this period, there was one annual increase of 69 per cent, from 410,000 tonnes in 2014–15 to 694,000 tonnes in 2015–16. While Kim Jong-un’s agriculture reforms have been heralded as a success by North Korea, food insecurity will not be eliminated in the near future. Among the various factors contributing to this trend, the FAO asserts that poor machinery and a lack of fuel are the two main constraints on its food production.29

To improve in these areas, North Korea will need support to develop the technologies and energy resources they lack—most notably oil. Currently, it primarily relies on crude oil supplied by China, Russia and countries in the Middle East.30 The raw materials on which North Korean industries depend are also imported.31 Some argue that the development of private trade could increase the level of inequality in the distribution of resources between the army and the people.32 Under the Songun, or ‘military first’ (선군, 先军) policy, the military has monopolized a variety of fields within North Korean industry. While Kim Jong-un has emphasized the importance of simultaneous
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Development of the military and the economy, however, the dominance of military expenditure and its impact on other areas of development cannot easily be dismissed.

Foreign currency reserves are critical to purchasing much-needed materials from the international market. North Korea’s shortage of foreign currency has also limited the people’s capacity to increase consumer demand. As such, barter remains a common form of trade. The economic sanctions enforced by the international community, particularly those on the banking system, have severely affected both normal trade transactions and illicit economic activities related to North Korea’s nuclear programme.

As noted above, there is a disconnect between the central government and local government policy enforcement in China that can feed these illicit networks.

The North Korean Government has announced several policies to attract foreign investment. According to professor Lee Myung-sook from Kim Il-sung University, the North Korean Government levies seven types of taxation on foreign enterprises—both a smaller number and a lower amount than the taxes imposed by other countries. Chinese experts, however, are sceptical about whether any benefits can be fully realized in practice and be ensured under the current North Korean legal system.

This relates to one of the biggest obstacles to foreign investment, namely bolstering foreign investor confidence in North Korea’s ability to protect their assets. In one recent case, the Egyptian telecom company Orascom was unable to withdraw profits from North Korea, due to government foreign currency controls.

Such incidents erode confidence in North Korea’s viability as a market and target for investment.

Beyond the concerns of industry, the Chinese academic community questions whether Kim Jong-un will ever fully promote economic development. Regime stability is the top priority of the North Korean Government and high-speed economic development could jeopardize this, resulting in the government seeking to roll back some of the gains.

Moreover, Chinese analysts are concerned by North Korea’s re-emphasis of the importance of the policy of Songun at the Seventh Party Congress, since it stresses the importance of North Korea not relinquishing its nuclear weapon development.

Table 3.2. Bilateral trade between China and North Korea, 2013–15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bilateral trade (US $ b.)</th>
<th>Chinese exports (US $ b.)</th>
<th>Chinese imports (US $ b.)</th>
<th>Total (%) (excluding inter-Korean trade)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>77.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>64.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>61.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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to be North Korea’s top priority. As a result, the promotion of further economic development will lose ground.39

3.2 Economic exchange between China and North Korea

**Scope of current Chinese–North Korean economic exchange**

According to data from the General Administration of China Customs, the total volume of trade between China and North Korea fell for two years running after 2014 (see table 3.2). Meanwhile, the Chinese share in North Korea’s total trade fell from 77.24 per cent in 2013 to 61.5 per cent in 2015. However, it is difficult to interpret this decline as being a result of successful sanctions implementation by China, rather than an overall gradual shrinking of bilateral trade. Despite these recent shifts, the percentage of North Korea’s trade carried out with China remains very high.

Excluding inter-Korean trade, China’s share in North Korean trade with the outside world has remained at around 90 per cent, as shown in table 3.2. This data shows the overwhelming economic leverage China has over North Korea. According to the South Korea Ministry of Unification, the volume of trade through the KIC accounted for 99.6 per cent of total inter-Korean trade.40 As noted above, South Korea shut down the KIC within a month of the fourth nuclear test in January 2016.41 This led to a sharp drop in inter-Korean trade in 2016, meaning that China’s share in North Korea’s total trade with the world is likely to experience a marked increase, closer to the value that excludes inter-Korean trade (see table 3.2).

While the annual volume of trade between China and North Korea might be declining, the volume fluctuates month-on-month (see figure 2.1). After the adoption of Resolution 2270 in early March 2016, the volume of trade decreased in April and May but increased again in June. Analyses by the international media and researchers suggest that some of this could be attributable to announcement of the planned THAAD deployment.42 There was another jump of 16.8 per cent in October to November, just prior to the adoption of new UN sanctions. During this period, according to data from the Korea International Trade Association, North Korea’s coal exports to China surged by 112 per cent.43 This could be interpreted as a reaction to and in anticipation of Resolution 2321 that was being drafted at the time, since channels for such trade would soon narrow.

Despite these interpretations, it is difficult to explain fluctuations within a year, especially when there are discrepancies between national statistics and external figures.44 One explanation might be that in contrast to China’s concerns with national policy, some individuals are more concerned about securing their own businesses than abiding by the law. Such human factors can affect trade figures more than institutional factors. For example, unless China completely closes its border with North
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Korea, even under strict border control, many traders will still find ways to smuggle goods into North Korea.\footnote{Interviews with the author, Liaoning, Apr. 2015.}

Thus, while national statistics might not accurately record all bilateral trade, they do reflect the real-time attitudes within China towards North Korea. A more generic explanation of the fluctuations in monthly trade volume is that it reflects a short-term form of economic leverage and in some cases punishment exerted by the Chinese Government on North Korea. For China, it is important that North Korea understands that it will pay a price for its nuclear programme. That said, China does not want to strangle the regime.\footnote{Interviews with the author, Yanbian and Liaoning, Apr. 2015.}

\section*{Economic shifts and outsourcing to North Korea}

Irrespective of China’s aims, the structure of its economic exchange with North Korea is gradually shifting. Despite the irregular pattern in November 2016, the volume of North Korea’s major export items—minerals, iron ore and coal—has been in continual decline since 2013. Resolution 2321 will further suppress North Korea’s coal exports. Meanwhile, exports of textile products have been steadily increasing, comprising 32.7 per cent of total bilateral trade with China in 2015.\footnote{KOTRA (note 25).}

In general, it seems that trade is shifting from simple raw materials into processed goods. This is an emerging trend between the two countries, in which Chinese factories outsource their processing business to North Korean factories, taking advantage of low labour costs.\footnote{Interviews with the author, Jilin, Apr. 2015.} In overtaking North Korea’s traditional raw material exports, labour-intensive industries are becoming a major income source for North Korea. Moreover, the labour shortage caused by low wages in north-eastern China means that North Korean workers are in demand among Chinese companies.\footnote{JoongAng Ilbo, ‘面对对朝制裁,中国企业要求朝鲜再多派劳工’ [Chinese enterprises ask for more North Korean labour in the context of UN sanctions], 26 Jan. 2016, <http://chinese.joins.com/gb/article.do?method=detail&art_id=146891&category=002002>.}

Several cross-border tourism projects are also in development. Liaoning province in China is working to increase cross-border tourism to North Korea, making it a main product of their local economy. A high-speed train from Shenyang to Dandong, a border city in Liaoning province and the main crossing port to North Korea, opened in September 2015 and is already bringing in large flows of tourists. The half-day tour from Dandong to Shinuiju (신의주, 新义州), which opened in June 2016, attracted 20,000 visitors in just five months.\footnote{“丹东:建立赴朝旅游集聚区” [Dandong: establish cross border tourism zone], China Tourism News, 11 Nov. 2016, <http://www.ctnews.com.cn/zglyb/html/2016-11/11/content_135501.htm?div=-1>.}

The local government of Liaoning province is also promoting the establishment of a cross-border tourism experimental zone and an economic cooperation zone to attract visitors and investors.

Notably, while seemingly a product of private enterprise, much of this economic cooperation with North Korea is created through government channels. As such, North Korea is also working to improve its domestic tourism industry. It announced a new tourism regulation for travelling through Economic Development Zones in December 2015, which includes the protection of personal safety, human rights and property, as well as opportunities for investment.\footnote{Kim Hyon Uk, ‘Tourism regulations in EDZ instituted’, \\Pyongyang Times, 12 Feb. 2016, <http://175.45.176.07/en/order/pytimes/?page=Tourism&no=21539>.} North Korea has also stated its
ambition to have ten times the number of tourist visitors in 2017, compared to that of 2015. The target is one million in 2017 and two million by 2020.\(^{52}\)

### 3.3 Chinese views on future economic cooperation with North Korea

Bilateral relations between China and North Korea have been deteriorating since 2013, following North Korea's third nuclear test and the execution of Jang Song-taek (장성택, 张成泽), Kim Jong-un's uncle and a strong advocate of China–North Korea economic relations. Throughout this period, however, economic exchanges have not ceased. As long as stability of the Korean peninsula remains China's top priority, political relations will not interrupt economic transactions. Instead, they will only create barriers and risks for merchants.\(^{53}\) Even after the fourth and fifth nuclear tests, the bulk of Chinese analysts maintain this opinion.\(^{54}\)

Even at the official level, a statement by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs after the adoption of Resolution 2321 highlighted the importance of maintaining normal trade and steady bilateral relations with North Korea (see table 3.3). Some even argued that future economic cooperation should be expanded. In an interview with *China Review News*, Li Chunfu, a professor at the Zhou Enlai School of Government, highlighted another mainstream view among the Chinese expert community, which maintains that the development of economic cooperation and assistance can be used as ‘strategic leverage’ (战略杠杆).\(^{55}\) Interestingly, this view echoes external observers' exhortations for China to use its leverage to assume a greater role on North Korea. Yet, as frequently argued by Chinese analysts, the question remains as to whether this leverage will be enough to persuade Kim Jong-un to relinquish North Korea's nuclear weapons programme.

Among those directly impacted, Chinese traders are also quite cautious about direct economic cooperation with North Korean entities, due to the latter's poor record on breaching contracts with foreign investors.\(^{56}\) While infrastructure is one of the major areas in which North Korea hopes to cooperate with China, Chinese traders label the mining industry a ‘dangerous business’.\(^{57}\) The construction of the Juan River–Wonjong Bridge Highway—which began in 2014 and was completed in October 2016, replacing a two-lane road with a four-lane road—aims to increase traffic volumes between Hunchun and Rason.\(^{58}\) Some experts, however, are sceptical about cooperation with North
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56 There are several well-known cases of investments in North Korea by Chinese enterprises that did not go well. 1. Wanziang Group invested in the Hyesan Youth copper mine in 2007. Two years after the cooperation, the North Korean Government called off the project and expropriated the production equipment. After the visit of the then Prime Minster Win Jiabao to North Korea in 2009, the cooperation was resumed. 2. Xiyang Group, the largest private enterprise in Liaoning province at the time, invested 240 million Yuan in iron ore powder in 2007–11. It was forced out of the country after North Korean workers acquired refining know-how due to a unilateral contract termination by North Korea. 3. Tonghua Iron and Steel invested in North Korea’s largest iron mine, Musan, in 2005. Price increases on the North Korean side and a reduction in the international iron price meant that production was intermittent. The project ceased completely at the end of 2014.\(^{59}\)
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Korea on future such infrastructure projects. They argue that while North Korea might request certain projects, the construction is not put to use. One such example, the Yalu Bridge completed by China in 2014, cost more than 2 billion Chinese yuan (292 million US dollars), but has not yet been opened for use. Some Chinese experts suggest joint cooperation with other countries to spread the level of risk and to mitigate North Korea’s sense that it is overly dependent on China.

Sanctions have the further potential to make tourism and services more attractive for China as alternative fields of trade cooperation.

3.4 China’s humanitarian assistance to North Korea

Crude oil supply, food aid and training programmes

With the exception of South Korea, China is the major source of energy and food aid to North Korea. The exact magnitude of China’s foreign aid operation in these two fields is a mystery due to its lack of transparency. China’s Information Office at the State Council published the first white paper on China’s Foreign Aid in 2011 and an updated version in 2014. While this showed progress in improving openness, the paper did not provide project-level detail or country-to-country figures. At a press meeting in July 2016, Zhang Danyang, spokesman for China’s Ministry of Commerce, answered questions on North Korean assistance and stated that he had ‘no specific statistics to offer at the moment’. It is clear that China considers its foreign aid figures to be confidential information.

Among other areas, China has been criticized for continuing to send crude oil to North Korea. However, its official statistics provide no figures on crude oil transportation for 2014 and 2015. According to the South Korean newspaper JoongAng Ilbo, the oil pipelines in Dandong that are linked to North Korea were still being used in May
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Chinese analysts tend to agree that although there are no official records on oil supply, transportation is ongoing but intermittent. They interpret the ‘zero amount’ of oil exportation as China taking a stand and exerting psychological pressure as a warning to North Korea.

Another argument in support of continued pipeline use is that a minimal amount of flow is needed to prevent the oil solidifying and destroying the pipeline. The Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency estimated annual oil supply at 500,000 tonnes in 2015, a figure that remained constant from the previous year. According to estimates from the US Central Intelligence Agency, North Korea’s crude oil imports amount to 70,000 oil barrels per day, which is more than 3 million tonnes per year.

The reduction in overall oil flow from China has pushed North Korea to find other sources. This has led to speculation that Iran and Russia are fulfilling this need. However, given that Russia is suffering economic duress under EU and US sanctions, it is more likely that North Korea is paying for the oil from Russia, rather than receiving it as humanitarian aid. A report by the US Congressional Research Service suggests that after the lifting of international sanctions on Iran’s oil exports, its oil could also be re-exported to North Korea through China or directly purchased by North Korea. However, North Korea’s limited foreign currency reserves make it doubtful that it would be able to purchase much oil from these two countries.

As a means to possibly alleviating this dependency, an article a former exploration director for the oil and gas exploration company Aminex PLC argues that North Korea has good on- and offshore hydrocarbon potential that could also be tapped. To this end, North Korea has been actively exploring for oil and has so far identified nine potential oil and gas basins of uncertain size and economic value. Some Chinese experts are sceptical about the impact of these basins, arguing that no actual project has been started yet simply because no large oil fields have been discovered. Further, in the wake of the enforcement of the 2016 Security Council resolutions, as well as with the unstable political environment on the Korean peninsula, foreign enterprises will be cautious about cooperating with North Korea in the energy field. Thus, for the time being, China will continue to be its major oil supplier. Since the UN Security Council resolutions do not prohibit the export of crude oil, but only aviation and rocket fuel, the crude oil supply would not be regarded as a violation of UN sanctions.

Beyond energy, China has been working with the UN’s World Food Programme (WFP) to supply North Korea with food aid and nutrition support. The directed multilateral contributions in these fields had remained at 1 million US dollars annually since 2011, but fell to 0.5 million US dollars in 2016. This does not mean that China has reduced its foreign aid to North Korea. In November 2016, China released 20 million Chinese yuan (around 2.9 million US dollars) to provide North Korea with material for humanitarian aid following the flood in September 2016, an amount almost six times as much as the combined contributions in 2011 and 2012.
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times larger than China’s donation to the WFP. Direct bilateral assistance to North Korea will remain the major channel for China.

Alongside its material assistance, China has also created a training programme for North Koreans. The topics for the training courses include agriculture, health care, information and communications technology, as well as economic management. Universities and scientific research institutes in north-east China are the main organizers of the training courses and the students are usually North Korean officials and engineers. This combination of material and non-material assistance indicates an effort by Chinese entities to develop a longer-term sustainability to their projects and investments in North Korea.

Challenges to aid and uncertainties in supply

North Korea has been accepting foreign aid from China since 1950. This long-term support has made North Korea cautious about overreliance on China. In his speech to the Seventh Party Congress and his 2017 New Year address, Kim Jong-un emphasized the importance of self-reliance for the North Korean economy. North Korea is trying to ease China’s presence and influence, calling it ‘our own method of economic management’. The dilemma is that while North Korea does not wish to have a major power influence its domestic issues, it has no choice but to depend on China’s assistance.

The aid from China is plagued by its own uncertainties, as it is usually mixed with political and economic pressure from the Chinese Government. China’s priorities include the stability of Korean peninsula, and the security and economic development of north-eastern China. Training programmes are one measure of foreign assistance that are favoured by Chinese experts, especially when it comes to economic training. They argue that training courses on economic theory foster greater open-mindedness among North Korean trainees. After the trainees return to North Korea, Chinese experts anticipate that they will help to promote reform and domestic development. However, since most of the training programmes are initiated by North Korea, Chinese organizers have little autonomy on deciding topics or selecting attendees.

In light of North Korea’s increasing nuclear capacity, some Chinese analysts have suggested that China should end foreign aid or reduce it to a minimal level. On crude oil supply, more voices are starting to support this argument. They believe that foreign aid should be a reward for North Korea freezing its nuclear tests and facilities, and that current developments are running in the opposite direction. The stability of the Korean peninsula, however, is a North Korean bargaining chip that ensures continued aid from China. This contention often deflates the counter-argument that...
China’s assistance to North Korea offers it greater strategic leverage. As one high-level Chinese expert has argued, until this trend is reversed, North Korea will continue with its nuclear weapons development, while receiving humanitarian aid.

3.5 Chinese views on the correlation between denuclearization and engagement

**Engaging with North Korea while implementing sanctions**

Following the two nuclear tests in 2016, nuclear weapons development is now regarded as North Korea’s core national interest. Chinese experts agree that persuading North Korea to give up its nuclear weapons is not a realistic first step of engagement. Zhao Tong, a fellow within the Carnegie Endowment’s Nuclear Policy Programme, has recently written that acquiescence to North Korean nuclear deterrence might be helpful to break the deadlock on returning to nuclear talks and to alleviate tensions in the region.\(^83\) Moreover, even US officials like Director of US National Intelligence, James Clapper, have begun to make statements accepting that denuclearization of North Korea is ‘a lost cause’.\(^84\)

The majority of observers, however, argue that any recognition of North Korea’s nuclear status will pose a threat to the international non-proliferation regime. In contrast to the intricacies and shifts of academic analyses, China has officially declared three bottom lines on North Korean and South Korean (Republic of Korea, ROK) issues:

Firstly, in any case the Korean peninsula cannot be nuclearized, no matter the nuclear weapons are self-made or imported and deployed. This applies to both the DPRK and the ROK. Secondly, there is no military solution to this issue. Otherwise, there will be war and turbulence in the Peninsula, which will not be acceptable for China. Thirdly, China’s legitimate national security interests must be guarded and guaranteed effectively. We will continue our cooperation with the international community and unswervingly promote the process of denuclearization of the Korean peninsula.\(^85\)

In spite of this official stance, China’s continued economic activities in North Korea are often criticized in the international media as one of the main factors undermining the sanctions.\(^86\) Chinese experts respond to this by arguing that North Korea is a self-reliant national economy that has never been integrated into the international market. As a result, the impact of economic sanctions may be lower than expected.\(^87\) This stance reflects the contrast between the effects of sanctions anticipated by China and those anticipated by the other states involved. China emphasizes that economic engagement rather than sanctions enforcement is the ultimate solution. The strength of this approach is predicated on the notion that economic interactions reduce North Korea’s hostility perceptions and, thus, expands its ability to constructively address its security concerns.\(^88\) According to this view, only if North Korea realizes that nuclear
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\(^83\) 赵通 [Zhao, T.], ‘与朝鲜对话是解决朝核危机的唯一选项’ [Dialogue with North Korea is the only option for solving North Korea nuclear crisis], DuoweiCN, 7 Apr. 2016, <http://pit.ifeng.com/a/20160513/48764417_.0.shtml>.


\(^87\) Interviews with the author, Jilin, Sep. 2016.

China’s Engagement of North Korea

Weapons are unnecessary and decides to voluntarily relinquish them can real denuclearization be achieved.

Recently, however, some Chinese experts have begun to question whether this approach of economic engagement instead benefits Kim Jong-un’s ‘Byongjin line’, which promotes the receipt of economic assistance while developing nuclear weapons. Moreover, some Chinese experts are sceptical about whether China has enough economic or political leverage to force North Korea to halt its nuclear programme and return to talks. China is faced with the dilemma that it is seeking stability and denuclearization at the same time, but one may ultimately undermine the other.

Both sides of this discussion have arguments on whether China should continue to provide assistance. Some state that economic aid should be provided only after North Korea commits to denuclearization or more realistically after it agrees to freeze its nuclear activities. If China continues to provide assistance prior to a North Korean commitment, China’s leverage will be undermined. The aid might even encourage further North Korean nuclear development. As such, Chinese experts argue that it is important that UN Security Council resolutions targeting military and prohibited financial activities are implemented strictly and that economic assistance and humanitarian aid should be staged as incentives in North Korea’s denuclearization process.

Wang Sheng, a professor within Jilin University, and Ling Shengli, a lecturer at the China Foreign Affairs University, divide this denuclearization process into four stages. First, focus on freezing North Korea’s nuclear programme and restarting talks. Meanwhile, both vertical and horizontal non-proliferation should be ensured. If North Korea does not compromise, targeted sanctions should be tightened to maintain and increase pressure. Second, security assurances should be provided for a specified length of time by the other five member states in the Six-Party Talks. During this period, the international community should work together to promote irreversible
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change in North Korea by improving its economy. Third, the duration of the security assurances should be extended and assistance with North Korean integration into international society should be provided. Fourth, a permanent peace mechanism on the Korean peninsula should be established. This would help North Korea to focus more on economic development, rather than military development.

There remains a contingent of experts in China who argue that, between the third and fourth nuclear tests, there was a window of opportunity to freeze the North Korean nuclear programme by supporting the economy. During that period China was one of the few countries to attempt to shift North Korea’s focus from nuclear to economic development by continuing to trade. However, by most accounts within and outside of China, the window was closed in the wake of the fourth and fifth nuclear tests. Given North Korea’s recent rapid nuclear weapon and ballistic missile development, it will be difficult to find such an opportunity again.

The reform and opening up of North Korea

Since China and North Korea enhanced their economic cooperation in 2009, Beijing has encouraged North Korea to promote economic reform and opening, based on its own successful experience in the early 1980s. The progress with North Korea’s agricultural reform and the active establishment of special economic zones (SEZs) are the two specific results that observers argue are based on China’s experience. According to Jin Qiangyi, director of Yanbian University’s Centre for North and South Korea Studies, North Korea is currently undergoing the early stages of reform and opening seen in China in the 1980s.

In making these strides, North Korea’s ‘Pojon Responsibility System’ is usually compared with China’s ‘Household Responsibility System’. However, Cao Peizhong of Shandong Agriculture University has argued that while these two systems have their similarities, there are also many differences between them. He has pointed out that the current isolation of North Korea does not reflect what China faced at the start of its reform process. China’s domestic reforms were aimed at liberating productive forces for further economic development, while North Korea is mostly aiming to salvage its food situation. In addition, patterns of migration have not shifted and new laws and regulations have not evolved in North Korea as they did in China at the beginning of its agriculture reform.

Chinese experts have consistently argued that the North Korean Government should apply the successful experiences from such cities as Shenzhen (深圳) to North Korea’s SEZs. North Korea has been actively expanding its economic zones since 2013, creating 20 new ones (13 in 2013, 6 in 2014 and 1 in 2015). This is a positive signal that Kim Jong-un is finally committing greater efforts to economic development. Han
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69 Shenzhen is the earliest special economic zone established by the Chinese Government. It was established in 1980s. With less constrained investment regulations and support from Deng Xiaoping’s reform and opening policy, Shenzhen has grown rapidly from a fishing village to one of the most vibrant trading centres in China. The success of Shenzhen has, therefore, become the pioneer model for reforms.
70 According to The Pyongyang Times, a foreign language press of the North Korean Government, the SEZ is an area in which preferential treatment is given to economic activities, pursuant to the DPRK law on economic development zones, <http://www.naenara.com.kp/en/order/pytimes/?page=Economy&no=19678>.
Xiandong, deputy director of the Institute of International Studies at China University of Political Science and Law, has identified the location of these SEZs, mostly along North Korea’s western and eastern coastline and in the south. Some SEZs are located near Pyongyang, the political centre of the country, which could be interpreted as a breakthrough by North Korea (see figure 3.1).101

Another Chinese expert has pointed out that the placement of the SEZs reflects just how much North Korea relies on trade with China and its eagerness to improve relations with South Korea.102 While the new SEZs are opportunities for China and South Korea to increase their economic engagement with North Korea, no significant progress has been made on this front since they were established. This could indicate the gap between propaganda on such developments and their actual implementation on the ground.

For example, a number of agriculture-oriented SEZs are located in small North Korean villages. These villages lack electricity, water and roads.103 This has elicited scepticism among Chinese experts towards North Korea’s planning and implementation of SEZ development.104 They argue that there are too many new SEZs being established at one time, for a regime with such limited experience. The SEZs lack the privileges they need to achieve economic development and there are no start-up funds from the central government. This shortage of capital has been exacerbated by tightened international economic sanctions.

Ironically, the sanctions also constitute a reason why North Korea is expanding the SEZs so rapidly.105 North Korea realizes that it is too isolated to satisfy its need for foreign capital. China’s interest in investment in the SEZs is extremely important to North Korea. A successful demonstration project will attract further foreign investment from private Chinese companies and other countries.106 Although China has been actively working to promote and assist North Korea’s economic development, this does not mean that it will invest without considering its own economic interests. Thus far, Chinese interest remains primarily concentrated in Rason.

The local government in Jilin Province has paid particular attention to Rajin port, the ice-free harbour in Rason. Using this port would greatly shorten the route from Hunchun to Shanghai and other cities in southern China. This would save time and greatly reduce costs, thereby facilitating trade from Jilin Province. The route was developed by the Chinese firm Hunchun Chuangli Logistics Company (珲春创力物流有限公司) and first used from January 2011 to May 2012, transporting 105 000 tonnes of coal and bulk cargo.107 The route was restarted in June 2015. During the downtime, Chuangli invested more than 100 billion Chinese yuan in wharf renovation. It signed a 40-year lease with the North Korea Government for pier one in April 2015.108

According to the Ministry of Commerce, the route was paused again between March 2016 and August 2016 due to the ‘special international situation’ (特殊的国际形势).109 Wang Qi, the chief executive officer of Chuangli, stated during an interview...
with *Tumenjiang News* that he hopes to include the route from Hunchun via Rajin in the ‘One Belt, One Road’ (一带一路) initiative, which will connect north-eastern China with East Asia.\(^\text{110}\) Moreover, compared to other SEZs which need infrastructure and networks to be built from the ground up, Rason has great potential as the logistics industry in the area is of huge economic interest to China.\(^\text{111}\)

In the light of all the recent development in Rason, Chinese experts argue that the zone could become a successful demonstration SEZ that might lead the way for others.\(^\text{112}\) However, they also note that to ensure sustainable development in Rason, it will not be enough to depend on China. A trade system that includes China, Russia, South Korea and Japan will be essential to thoroughly exploring the economic value of Rason. In addition, they advocate the international community strengthening its communications with North Korea on economic cooperation and cultural exchange and also assist with the construction of Rason.\(^\text{113}\)

In terms of SEZ development, Chinese influence on North Korea’s economic policy is unmistakable. The courses on agricultural reform and SEZs taken by North Korean officials come from China. Moreover, frontier trade, communications and exchanges connect individuals from both countries. As such, China continues to steer the direction of North Korea’s economic development at official and local levels. Despite this interconnectedness, there are obvious differences between the North Korean and Chinese external and internal environments during their respective periods of reform.

In the case of China, it began to improve its bilateral relations with the USA in the 1970s. This was conducive to China’s reform plan, which began in 1978, providing a favourable international environment. North Korea, on the other hand, is facing tightening sanctions and suffering deepening isolation, which constrain its prospects for long-term development. Internally, following China’s Cultural Revolution (文化大革命), there were both top–down and bottom–up driving forces.

This level of motivation across all levels of society is lacking in North Korea. Many interest groups inside the country are more willing to maintain the status quo, rather than face the risks and challenges of reform.\(^\text{114}\) This is also why the SEZs are in such isolated areas, separated from major centres in North Korea. The regime is seeking to contain risk. While it is important for the regime to obtain foreign currency from the SEZs, the government is concerned about potential threats from cultural infiltration.\(^\text{115}\)

The success of the Shenzhen model has also been due to the Chinese Government’s support and greater authorized freedoms. While Kim Jong-un may be aware of this, his own concerns over regime stability make progress with North Korean reforms intermittent. For this reason, Chinese experts have pinned their hopes on the emerging middle class in North Korea.\(^\text{116}\) These are the individuals who will earn more from positive change linked to economic development and will strive not to lose what they have gained. Parts of the emerging middle class might even seek to influence national policies to protect themselves and make more gains.\(^\text{117}\) In the long term, a growing middle class in North Korea is likely to promote bolder change and reform. However, this is a long-term and often turbulent process.
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4. Opportunities for Chinese–European cooperation on engaging with North Korea

Relations between Europe and North Korea can be traced back to the 1950–53 Korean War. During this period, North Korea’s relationships with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) were the most pronounced. After the Korean War, the German Democratic Republic (GDR, East Germany), Poland, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Hungary and other CEE countries supported North Korea’s post-war reconstruction by building factories and shops, by delivering materials for this reconstruction and by providing technical support. East Germany was also in charge of rebuilding chemical plants and the reconstruction of Hamhung city between 1952 and 1964.

However, these exclusive relationships between North Korea and the Eastern bloc countries ended in 1989. This year marked the end of communist rule in the CEE countries. It also heralded Nordpolitik (Northern Policy), under which South Korean president Roh Tae-woo expanded South Korean trade and diplomatic relations with communist countries. With this new opening of political space, the EU established diplomatic relations with North Korea. At the time, the majority of its member states were in Western Europe. During the EU enlargements of 2004 and 2007, most of the CEE countries joined the European Union. Among the CEE countries, eight have diplomatic missions inside North Korea. Seven current EU member states have embassies in Pyongyang. Switzerland has a Pyongyang Representative Office. The EU and its member states maintain relatively good and stable overall connections with North Korea.

With the exception of diplomatic relations, however, EU engagement with North Korea remains limited. Interactions are mostly limited to humanitarian aid and development assistance projects. Economic transactions between the EU and North Korea are rare. The total volume of bilateral trade in goods was 30 million euros in 2015, which accounts for only 0.5 per cent of total trade with North Korea. The EU is not seeking to enhance its trade and investment with North Korea under the current circumstances, since there are many better options in the region, in China, South Korea and Japan.

While North Korea’s development of nuclear weapons may not have a direct impact on European countries, the indirect effects will be unavoidable. On the political front, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) on Iran’s nuclear program and the international non-proliferation regime are both under assault. In terms of economics, the assets of European countries in the North East Asia region remain vulnerable to any hint of conflict or turbulence. Moreover, China and South Korea, the two main parties in the North Korean issue, are the second and eighth most important EU
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trading partners, respectively. These close economic relations connect the economies of European countries to changes in the region, and especially to the unpredictable actions of North Korea.

The current framework for coping with North Korea was primarily designed by the USA and China. While their efforts over decades may have slowed down North Korea’s nuclear development, denuclearization remains a distant aspiration. The strategic rivalry on the Korean peninsula between China and the USA has left both less motivated to fundamentally resolve the issue. This presents an opportunity for European countries to play a more active and constructive role in North Korean affairs and to increase their influence as mediators capable of building mutual trust and de-escalating the tension in the region.

Among its previous engagements, the EU joined the Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization project under the Agreed Framework, after its inception in 1994. The EU has provided financial contributions, political support and expertise through training on nuclear safety. Following the failure of this initiative, the EU was not included as a party in the Six-Party Talks, which have been led by the Chinese Government since 2006. Wang Yizhou, a professor at Peking University, notes that the North Korea nuclear crisis is a regional security problem and not a global crisis. According to this argument, the Six-Party Talks were initiated by China, placing the North Korea nuclear issue at the regional level. This partly explains why the EU was not included in the talks, however, even as an observer.

Moreover, most of the EU’s initiatives follow in the footsteps of the USA. The EU supports the current UN Security Council resolutions on North Korea and has adopted a number of additional restrictive measures. These include its own list of designated entities and individuals believed to be involved in the North Korean nuclear and ballistic missile programmes. All EU member states are required to implement measures against these entities and individuals. Non-EU countries within Europe, however, do not share this obligation. One of these countries is Switzerland, which has a diplomatic presence in North Korea. It is also where Kim Jong-un studied. As of three months after the adoption of Resolution 2321, the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs webpage on sanctions on North Korea still carries no reference to the resolution.

The impact of the United Kingdom leaving the EU creates further questions as to how its current North Korea-related commitments will evolve.

China and the EU share common goals for the Korean peninsula. Both are pursuing a nuclear free and peaceful region, as well as a robust international non-proliferation regime. Furthermore, both sides agree that humanitarian operations should not be affected by international sanctions. Complementary cooperation between China and the EU would be an opportunity to create a new means of engaging with North Korea.

4.1 Political engagement

Establishing new channels for dialogue

The EU, under its European External Action Service, has an established political dialogue with North Korea that has been in use since 1998. The 14th dialogue was held in Pyongyang in 2015. The EU has also had difficulties keeping this communication channel open. Nonetheless, unlike the parties to the Six-Party Talks (i.e. China, Japan, North Korea, South Korea, Russia and the USA), the EU is an external actor that does not have strongly conflicting interests with North Korea. Nor does the EU have a substantial military presence in Asia, much less North East Asia. While this limits EU influence over North Korean affairs, it presents an opportunity for the EU to put forward a proposal that is less subject to bias or national interest. It also speaks to an interest among Chinese academics in restarting a dialogue between China and the USA on the North Korea nuclear issue, with the assistance of Europe.

Faced with a similar situation in the Middle East, the EU played an important role as mediator by connecting Iran and the international community to reach the JCPOA on Iran. This model could be applied in the North Korea context, which is further afield and even less subject to conflicting interests for EU member states. The currently tense situation means that a ‘track 2’ dialogue among NGOs, think tanks and academics, rather than a ‘track 1.5’ dialogue, could be a starting point for rebuilding channels of communication between North Korea and the outside world.

Moreover, the EU could benefit from the experience of European NGOs that have built up their own networks with North Korea by working to improve humanitarian conditions and on capacity building. By establishing new dialogue channels, the EU will be able to increase its influence on international affairs more generally. Resolution on the North Korean nuclear issue will have implications not only for the future of North East Asia, but also more broadly for the international non-proliferation regime. Here, active participation by the EU, particularly on hotspot issues and in the wake of US political shifts and commitments in the region, could play a pivotal role in shaping this future.

Mediation and facilitating crisis management

North Korea’s nuclear crisis has seemingly reached a tenuous equilibrium. Since the fourth nuclear test, North Korea has stated that it will not pre-emptively use nuclear weapons. If this promise is kept, and most Chinese analysts believe it will be, the most probable cause of a major nuclear crisis in the Korean peninsula would not be war, but an unintentional nuclear incident. As a result, a prominent Chinese expert has emphasized the importance of improving the safety of North Korea’s nuclear power facilities and improving crisis management.

Others in China have also expressed concerns over the poor condition of North Korean nuclear facilities and the insufficient funds for maintenance. Many experts also worry about misfire and how this might escalate tensions in the Korean peninsula. A majority of Chinese analysts have criticized the joint US–South Korean 14
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military exercises and North Korean missile tests as the two major risks of misfire and miscalculation.

After decades of failed attempts to remedy the situation, the North Korean nuclear crisis is no longer simply a denuclearization issue. China has argued that the North Korean nuclear issue is between the USA and North Korea, stating that it can only mediate to prevent an escalation of tension on the Korean peninsula. Nonetheless, the Six-Party Talks included more states in the discussion. These negotiations arose from the need for a diplomatic solution and as a measure to improve crisis management. However, the different interpretations of and interests in North Korean affairs meant that the parties involved in the talks quickly divided into two camps, namely the US–Japanese–South Korean alliance and the China–Russia strategic partnership.

As a result, cooperation that should have strived for the denuclearization of North Korea instead became a game of power balance in North East Asia. The increased mistrust only exacerbated the crisis. Recent developments in the region—such as the South China Sea arbitration, modification of Japan’s Security Law and the intended deployment of THAAD—have furthered deepened this mistrust. As just one example, many observers believe that miscommunication between China and South Korea on THAAD contributed to the accelerated deployment ordered by the Park Geun-hye administration.

By contrast, the EU has fewer vested interests in North East Asia, it has not historically been listed among the parties to the Six-Party Talks or other major multilateral forums on the North Korean nuclear issue. Thus, the EU could be a suitable candidate for serving as a relatively neutral mediator or facilitator. Despite the traditional partnership between the EU and the USA, the EU is seeking greater independence from US foreign policy, particularly in the light of the concerns about the new US administration voiced by Donald Tusk, the president of the European Council. This, combined with gradual deepening EU–China relations as part of the ‘One Belt, One Road’ initiative, has strengthened the EU’s position as a potential broker among the other powers in the region.

Moreover, the EU has the most connected diplomatic presence in the world, rooted in its offices and the embassies of its member states. This has provided the EU with strong political ties and communication channels with all the critical players in the region, including North Korea. After decades of effort and cooperation with North Korea through its humanitarian engagement, the EU has established reliable connections with North Korea. These connections are vitally important when coordinating the parties involved, creating platforms for conversation, as well as ensuring open communication channels should a crisis occur.

North Korea’s nuclear problem is a long-term issue. The absence of a sustained European military presence in the region limits the potential cooperation with China on military-crisis management. To remedy this, Chinese experts have noted that a long-term cooperation mechanism that focuses on economic recovery should be
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established between China and the EU. By transferring know-how to North Korea’s neighbours on how to enhance crisis management, the EU can better prepare these countries to cope with a potential crisis and to limit its scale.

**Enhancing export controls and non-proliferation efforts**

North Korea has an extensive record of illicitly procuring foreign-sourced components to assist its nuclear and ballistic missile programmes. Such activities are using increasingly sophisticated evasion techniques, despite the increasingly comprehensive sanctions regime. A recent trend appears to be North Korea’s focus on acquiring dual-use items or technologies at quality levels slightly below the parameters outlined in the relevant export control lists. This situation poses serious challenges to national export control systems.

At the Seventh Party Congress in 2016, Kim Jong-un emphasized the importance of developing science and technology and acquiring cutting-edge technologies from foreign countries, especially technologies related to energy generation to alleviate North Korea’s power shortage. In his speech, Kim stated that great efforts will be made to develop renewable energy sources, such as solar power, tidal power and wind power. The plans to establish nuclear power plants remain, and these will be developed in parallel with other energy sources. These initiatives will likely contribute to North Korean outreach through both legal and illegal channels to access the required technologies.

European countries are world leaders in renewable energy technologies. In the 1990s, North Korea showed a willingness to cooperate with European countries in this field. The latter’s strict export control regulations have made some of the materials and equipment related to renewable energy technology unavailable for transfer to countries such as North Korea. China—as a country close to North Korea in many respects—is subject to strict export controls on technology transfer of dual-use technologies that have military applications or may contribute to proliferation. Because China and countries in Europe are cooperating on research and innovation, there is a risk that the technologies that North Korea cannot access directly from Europe could be obtained via China. The EU and China should consider expanding their exchange of export control expertise and experience to ensure a more balanced system.

The EU and China have been working together on non-proliferation issues since 2004. Part of this cooperation has been work on translating the Joint EU–China Handbook on Export Control of Dual-Use Items, which began in 2011. The handbook was published in December 2013. Rapid developments in science and technology mean that the EU and China should continue this translation and strengthen their cooperation on export control regulations. This will improve mutual understanding, reference values and guidance for the future.

The promotion of updated export control regulations and lists also needs to be enhanced. As a side activity of the joint handbook launch, an EU–China Non-proliferation Cooperation Workshop took place in Harbin in November 2014, with participants...
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from the private sector including transport, manufacturing and trade. Instead of holding this workshop as a side activity, it should become a regularized exchange project to promote better understanding of the regulations. This understanding is particularly important for the private sector and among NGOs. Transparency and accountability need to be enhanced and emphasized in joint efforts with governments. The EU can contribute to export control regulations in a supporting role and bring together European companies and NGOs in China to exchange experience with Chinese enterprises.

4.2 Humanitarian engagement

The role of international NGOs in humanitarian engagement

Since North Korea opened up to international humanitarian assistance in 1995, international NGOs and organizations have worked primarily on food security, sanitation and clean water. Their charitable work did not go entirely smoothly, since North Korea was often sceptical about their true aims. As a result, the North Korean Government began to impose increasingly harsh restrictions, limiting access for the organizations. Many of the NGOs left the country or terminated their projects in the 2000s due to excessive interference from the government. Today, European NGOs are the only ones still present in the country, as the establishment of local offices is a condition for North Korea to receive funds. Non-European organizations mostly operate at a distance and travel to North Korea only during project periods. This makes European NGOs unique in that only they, along with local UN agencies, have local offices on ground.

According to a report by ReliefWeb in the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, five UN agencies—the FAO, the Fund for Population Activities, the International Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the World Food Programme (WFP) and the World Health Organization—as well as the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, Urgence Internationale (France), Save the Children (United Kingdom), Concern Worldwide (Ireland), Deutsche Welthungerhilfe (Germany), FIDA International (Finland) and the Agency for Development and Cooperation (Switzerland) all have programmes in North Korea.

Additionally, Chosen Exchange from Singapore is known to provide business training programmes and the Hanns Seidel Foundation from Germany implements projects on reforestation. The focus of these international NGOs has shifted from providing basic humanitarian assistance to capacity building. This shows the growing demand in North Korea beyond simple material aid for the acquisition of know-how and for self-improvement. The dissemination of knowledge will help to reduce misinterpretation and the development gap between North Korea and the outside world.

In contrast with other international NGOs, the training programmes China provides for North Koreans are mostly conducted from outside the North Korea at locations designated by the Chinese Government. These programmes are mostly
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profit-oriented, aimed at increasing bilateral trade between China and North Korea, meaning that they aim to benefit from the development of North Korea and have different purposes than those of the international NGOs. Since many Chinese experts are unaware of the contributions of international NGOs inside North Korea, there is a clear lack of exchange. This should be seen as an opportunity for information sharing and cooperation.

From 2011 to 2014, Agape International conducted a project on energy efficient construction in North Korea, which was funded by the Swiss Government. During the project, the Swiss NGO cooperated with Chinese individuals, institutes and companies to arrange field visits and discussions with local experts. The reason for the collaboration with China is probably the existence of China's cost-effective and innovative energy technologies. This example should serve as a model for European collaboration with China on field studies and trials. It could also serve as a first step towards establishing future Chinese-EU collaboration on energy assistance.

Apart from their humanitarian appeal, continued exchanges between international NGOs and their counterparts in North Korea will facilitate the latter's understanding of working with the rest of the world. Moreover, these humanitarian aid networks and NGOs could become an alternative channel for communication during future potential crises.

**Experienced exchange and integrated aid systems**

There are three channels through which the EU and its member states carry out humanitarian aid operations in North Korea: (a) through supporting UN agencies; (b) through the projects of the European Commission, which are usually carried out by resident partners inside North Korea; and (c) through the projects of the EU member states. Between January 1995 and June 2016, the EU provided 135.3 million euros to North Korea in aid.

Similarly, China is a partner that provides assistance aimed at improving livelihoods inside North Korea. Despite this similarity with the EU member states, Western countries continue to highlight transparency issues related to China’s aid to North Korea. China’s State Council Information Office published the first white paper on China’s Foreign Aid in 2011, which was updated in 2014. This was a big step by the Chinese Government, but there is still room for improvement. For example, the white paper does not provide project-level or country-to-country figures.
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While UN Security Council resolutions do not directly prevent the provision of humanitarian aid and development assistance, it has been shown that complex sanctions can indirectly obstruct such projects. The total funds for the five UN agencies working in North Korea fell from 72 million US dollars in 2013 to 48 million US dollars in 2014. They had requested 150 million US dollars in 2013 and 115 million US dollars in 2014. In 2015, these projects raised around 36 per cent of their requested funds, which amounted to 40 million of 110.9 million US dollars. The economic sanctions on the banking system have made it difficult for UN agencies to transfer funds to North Korea and have heightened caution on the part of international donors.

To combat some of these inefficiencies, Europe and China are the two main donors that help to improve the humanitarian situation in North Korea. Here, a transparent and integrated aid and development system would make assistance distribution more efficient and compensate for difficulties in implementation. Such a system would give a chance to derive a better understanding of the living conditions in North Korea. The well-connected diplomatic presences the EU and its member states have in the world are vitally important when facilitating a long-term engagement of external players in humanitarian assistance.

Improvement of the human rights situation

The UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) established a Commission of Inquiry on North Korea’s human rights situation in March 2013. The EU and Japan first proposed to refer Kim Jong-un and the situation in North Korea to the International Criminal Court (ICC) in March 2014. However, since North Korea is not a state party of the ICC, the referral must pass through the UN Security Council for approval, meaning it must pass unanimously without rejections by China and Russia, the two permanent UN Security Council member states. Chinese experts argue that it is too early to press North Korea on human rights issues since they are still suffering from food insecurity and such measures could stimulate retaliatory actions from the Kim Jong-un regime. At the same time, a delay might further hinder future improvements of the North Korean human rights situation, and there is no reason why this situation cannot be improved along with food security.

Due to limited access, it is difficult to assist in the human rights situation, except for the selected parts of North Korea that are favoured by the North Korean Government. During the second cycle of the Universal Periodic Review on human rights in North Korea in 2014, 268 recommendations were handed to the UNHRC and 113 were accepted by North Korea. Among the accepted recommendations—most of which are related to economic, social and cultural rights—is the protection of women’s and children’s rights. Despite limited North Korean response to other recommendations, some fields are of interest and European countries have already begun to cooperate with North Korea in these areas. This can give the EU, which is setting the pace on North
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Korea’s human rights situation, valuable sources of information on North Korea’s progress, as well as discursive power when pressing the issues.

In the field of education, since 2000, the British Embassy has conducted an English language and teacher-training programme in North Korea.\(^{45}\) This programme has improved the English capacity of North Korean teachers and taught the teachers British pedagogy. It is currently operating under an extension that lasts throughout 2017. Moreover, the Pyongyang University of Science and Technology currently has openings for foreign language teachers and science teachers. A number of Korean-Americans and other English speakers have held well-received teaching posts.\(^{46}\) North Korea is traditionally a country that highlights political and ideological education.\(^{47}\) An increased exchange in different fields of education could possibly break this narrow curriculum and stimulate more creativity in teaching content and material.

There is room for improving human rights apart from the areas in which the North Korea demonstrates a willingness to cooperate, such as in labour exports. With North Korea reportedly sending workers overseas to around 40 foreign countries in North Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia and Europe, the potential for labour and human rights violations remains high. Despite the risk that the wages for North Korean workers may fund North Korea’s nuclear programme, working conditions and labour rights need to be ensured based on international standards. China and Russia are the two major countries that hire North Korean workers, meaning sustained international pressure that ensures the rights of North Korean workers should be put on these two countries. This is a role that the EU can take.

Finally, the focus on the human rights situation is one of the main pillars of the EU’s critical engagement with North Korea.\(^{48}\) In Resolution 2321 from 2016, the section on human rights issues emphasizes and requests North Korea to respect and ensure the welfare and inherent dignity of its people.\(^{49}\) North Korea’s human rights problem has since expanded to include the mandate of the UN Security Council, and not just the UNHRC. In part, this may be attributed to the EU’s continuous effort to gain the attention of UN member states. Such efforts are likely to move the EU into a more active and authoritative position on other matters relating to North Korea.

---


\(^{46}\) Interview with author, Beijing, Mar. 2016.


5. Conclusions

North Korea’s fourth and fifth nuclear tests were noteworthy for their rapidity and the political climate in which they were conducted. Their occurrence within the span of one year has escalated tensions in Asia and worldwide. South Korea has moved from ambivalence to agreement on the need for THAAD deployment, which China has interpreted as a US-effort to constrain China’s power and threaten its nuclear deterrent. As a result, THAAD deployment is likely to make China less willing to cooperate with the USA on North Korea-related issues.

Meanwhile, Japan is also considering THAAD deployment to build on its already deployed X-band radars, Aegis-equipped, ship-based Standard Missile-3 and Patriot Advanced Capability-3 interceptors. These capabilities, combined with the GSOMIA between Japan and South Korea, reflect the development of a closer US–Japanese–South Korean alliance. Thus, instead of focusing on the North Korean nuclear crisis, these four countries are being increasingly caught up in a new strategic game in the region.

Since Xi Jinping came to power, China has worked to normalize its bilateral relations with North Korea, being supportive, but not indulgent. Since 2013, China has worked with the USA on drafting UN Security Council resolutions. While these resolutions have become increasingly strict, the existence of a ‘livelihood exemption’ with the support of China serves as a loophole in the sanctions for non-compliance. Furthermore, this exemption has increased complexity for UN member states interpreting UN Security Council resolutions and transposing them onto national legislation. Enforcement will be affected by both interpretation of the scope of such exemptions and the diligence of self-reporting among the member countries.

Faced with North Korea’s ongoing nuclear development, an increasing number of Chinese experts are proposing sanctions on the supply of crude oil to force North Korea back to the negotiation table. Their emphasis demonstrates that while Chinese analysts may support sanctions, they are aimed at garnering North Korean participation in future iterations of negotiations or Six-Party Talks and not seen as a final solution to achieving denuclearization.

Outside of sanctions enforcement, China has been expanding economic engagement with North Korea since 2009. The deteriorating bilateral political relations of the early years of Xi Jinping’s presidency and the escalating North Korea nuclear crisis did not affect normal trade between the two countries. Chinese experts argue that the continuation of economic transactions has to some extent promoted the development of marketization and stimulated the emergence of a middle class in North Korea.

Chinese experts have also addressed how continued and enhanced Chinese engagement with North Korea could promote a Chinese style reform and opening up. Kim Jong-un’s emphasis on economic development by adopting improvement measures is highly rated by Chinese experts. However, the differences between China’s and North Korea’s domestic and external environments will constrain the substance and modalities of reform implementation. A slowdown of or push back on economic reform will probably occur if the new reforms threaten the stability of the regime. Therefore, Chinese experts are pinning their hopes on the rising middle class in North Korea becoming the backbone of an irreversible force for future economic reform. While some might see South Korea’s shutdown of the KIC as a blow to these trends, it may have actually given more economic weight and impetus to bilateral relations between China and North Korea.

Overall, economic engagement and sanctions enforcement are the two main approaches that the Chinese Government has taken in order to achieve its two major
objectives in North Korean affairs—stabilization and denuclearization. China has emphasized the importance of achieving both these objectives on the Korean peninsula. Kim Jong-un came to power five years ago, and regime stability is no longer as much of a Chinese concern, in no small part due to the support China has given him during the transition of power.

However, North Korea's continued provocative behaviour and disregard for China's concerns about regional stability remain. While China attempts to pursue its objectives in parallel, the recent changes on the Korean peninsula have swayed its focus between stabilization and denuclearization. This uncertainty in China's policy enables North Korea to further develop its nuclear capacity. Although it is unlikely that the international community will recognize North Korea as an official nuclear weapon state, denuclearization will be difficult to achieve in the near future. A freezing of North Korea's nuclear facilities has become the most practical first step.

North Korean problems have become long-term issues. China and the USA are the two major parties currently leading efforts to resolve them. Geostrategic wrangling between these two countries, however, has led to a lack of mutual trust and common interest in problem-solving. Since the US presidential transition, Chinese analysts are closely observing Washington's policies on North Korea, and wondering whether it will end its 'strategic patience' towards to North Korea. In the interim, some Chinese analysts have argued for China to undertake its own form of 'strategic patience' and wait and see how the USA proceeds. For now, however, China will continue its economic engagement with North Korea while at the same time looking out for any active engagement or new moves that the USA might make.

The reluctant moves undertaken by China and the USA, combined with the absence of a clear and united strategic solution to be adhered to by the international community, has led to a lack of progress on resolving the North Korean nuclear crisis. This deadlock on returning to talks, however, has presented the EU with an opportunity to play a more active role on North Korea. European NGOs are in the majority among the agencies that have been providing humanitarian assistance, helping to improve livelihoods and maintaining a sustained presence inside North Korea. This has provided European countries with direct insights into and reliable connections with North Korea.

European countries, as external players, do not have the level of conflicting interests found among the participants in the Six-Party Talks. As a result, the EU has the potential to propose a more workable approach at the track 1.5 and track 2 levels, while other relevant parties pursue their own agendas and priorities. European states also have diverse connections with both major and minor players on non-proliferation issues. This, combined with their well-connected diplomatic relations within North Korea, offers the EU a potentially unique role in establishing channels for dialogue. In sum, the EU can substantively contribute to confidence building in the region.

The ability to play a greater role, however, does not mean that the EU and China are aligned on all issues pertaining to North Korea. In contrast to China's focus on stability and economic development, European countries tend to emphasize sanctions and human rights. However, both China and the EU share the same goals of stability on the Korean peninsula and support for the international non-proliferation regime. This confluence of aims will serve as a foundation for future opportunities for complementary cooperation between Europe and China on North Korea issues.

A resolution to the North Korea nuclear crisis is of crucial importance to the regional order in Asia and more broadly to global non-proliferation goals. Greater active engagement on North Korea will increase the influence of the EU not only in Asia, but also on the formation and structure of the future global non-proliferation order.
Enhanced European interactions with China on expanded dialogue channels, crisis management, export and border control training, humanitarian engagement through civil society and integrated aid systems will provide a foundation for converting the European cooperation with China on North Korea from an ad hoc series of initiatives to a coherent and sustainable strategy.
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